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tal journey" and our
feature article on
South Africa on page
18, has been writing




nvo years. A 1986
graduate and history
major. Holm has been a steady and invalu-
able student writer. His very first article
appeared in the June 1984 issue. "Putting
away childish things, except for..." was
about his youthful memories of collecting
baseball cards. Later, it was published in the
Detroit Free Press Sunday Magazine. Now
Doug has taken up more serious matters as
he reviews his feelings on opposition of South
African apartheid. A Waterford, Mich,
native, Doug was inducted into Phi Beta
Kappa this spring, and was the recipient of
the Dean's Award and Ray DeYoung History
Prize.
On the cover: Hope College welcomed
hundreds of returning alumni and friends for
a May weekend of many festivities, including
Dean Elton Bruins’ historical campus tours.
CAMPUS NOTES
Dr. Roger Garvelink ’58 of Birming-
ham, Mich, was elected to the Board of
Trustees at the spring meeting and will
succeed Dr. Paul J. Brouwer ’31 for a
four-year term. Max D. Boersma ’46 and
Peter Huizenga ’60 were re-elected for
four-year terms. Brouwer and Willard
DeGroot ’39 were each elected to the position
of Honorary Trustee.
Board of Trustee officers for 1986-87 are:
Victor W. Eimicke, chairman; Jay Weener
’49, vice chairman; and Boersma, secretary.
New appointments to the Alumni'Board
are Tim VanHeest ’76 of Los Angeles,
Calif.; Jeff Cordes ’80 of Dallas, Tx.; John
Abe ’79 of Chicago, 111.; Bill Aardema ’79
of Kalamazoo, Mich.; Sue Bruggink ’73
Edema of Grand Rapids, Mich.; Dwayne
Boyce ’77 of New York, N.Yi; and Janilyn
Brouwer ’87 of Grandville, Mich.
Alumni Board officers are: Steve Norden
’74 of Dublin, Ohio, president; Fran Hooper
’71 of Washington, D.C., vice president; and
Chris Lohman ’73 Jackson of Champaign,
111., secretary.
Anthony Muiderman has been voted
the recipient of the 1986 H.O.P.E. award as
the outstanding professor-educator of the
year.
The award, instituted in 1965, is presented
by the graduating class to the professor who
they feel epitomizes the qualities of a Hope
College educator.
An associate professor of business admin-
istration, Prof. Muiderman joined the faculty
in 1977. He received a B.S. degree from
Calvin College, a B.S. in civil engineering
degree from The University of Michigan, and
a M.B . A. from Grand Valley State Colleges.
He specializes in business management and
Janilyn Brouwer '87 Jeff Cordes '80 Sue Bruggink ’ 73 Edema Tim Van Heest '76
personnel. Prof. Muiderman has also taught
new courses in business policy, behavioral
dimensions of management, and manage-
ment for non-business majors. Active in
other college activities, he is the faculty
liaison for the Baker Scholars program and
Philadelphia Urban Semester.
Grants totaling $900,000 will enable
Hope College, in cooperation with the
University of Michigan and 24 private
midwestem liberal arts colleges, to establish
a collaborative program in area studies and
language instruction.
The Program for Inter-Institutional Collab-
oration in Area Studies will allow the private
colleges’ faculty and students to utilize the
resources of the University’s six area centers
in a scholarly interaction. The U-M’s area
studies centers focus on China, Japan, Russia
and Eastern Europe, South and Southeast
Asia, the Near East and North Africa, and
Afroamerica and Africa.
Support of the program’s first five years
is being provided by grants of $350,000 from
the Andrew Mellon Foundation, $300,000
from the Pew Memorial Trust and $250,000
from the Ford Foundation.
The J. Howard Pew Freedom Trust of
Philadelphia, Pa. has awarded Hope College
a $300,000 grant in support of the acquisition
of an automated library system that will be
implemented as part of the new Van Wylen
library.
The grant, credited to The Campaign for
Hope, will help fund the public-access,
on-line computer facility which will replace
the conventional card catalog, allowing the
library user to make on-line searches in a
Quote, Unquote is an selective sampling
of things being said at and about Hope.
For the past three years, Edward B.
Fiske, education editor for The New
York Times, has helped Hope flex its
quality reputation on a national level in
the pages of Fiske’ s Selective Guide of
Colleges. The recently-released, third
and expanded edition of the Guide
includes 291 of the “best and most
interesting four-year institutions in the
nation — the ones that (high school)
students in the buyer’s market most want
to know about.”
Fiske also found it appropriate to
include Hope in his new Best Buys in
College Education book this year, a
companion volume to the Guide. Best
Buys reviews “over 200 colleges and
universities that offer high quality
education at a reasonable cost. Despite
the general inability of colleges to keep
their tuition levels in line with the rate
of inflation, there are still plenty of
colleges around that can be described as
relative ‘bargains’” ....
The Guide’s format, however, uses a
narrative review and a numerical ratings
on academics, social life, and quality of
life. Hope received three stars (on a scale
of five) for academics and social life,
and four stars for quality of life. A
three-star rating is considered average
for those colleges included in the Guide.
Although, Hope’s ratings are the
same as the other two years of inclusion,
an updated narrative description profiles
the community, some academic depart-
ments, off-campus programs, financial
aid, religious dimension, and the
campus in the new Guide.
On the community and college, the
Guide says: “Situated on the edge of a
small town just a drive from the shores
of Lake Michigan, Hope College is
religious, conservative, and no-nonsense
in its approach to values and education.”
On the faculty and courses: “‘The
professors are extraordinarily accessible
to students and take an active interest in
the personal lives as well as academic
lives,’ a philosophy major attests.
Hope’s core curriculum exposes students
to the whole liberal arts spectrum and
consumes about a third of a student’s
course time.”
On off-campus programs: “As a
member of the GLCA, Hope offers a
score of off-campus programs including
Washington Honors and New York Arts
semesters. Students can study abroad in
26 countries or opt for an exchange
program with Meiji Gaukin University
in Tokyo.”
On the religious dimension: “Religion
at Hope ‘isareal partoflife,’ achemistry
major says. There is chapel three times
a week, but attendance is not required.
The chaplain’s office organizes several
popular and visible religious activities,
and students must take two classes in
religion.”
But it’s the Gunfe’s opening statement
that sets the tone for the college’s reason
for inclusion: “The mounted anchor at
the gateway to Hope College marks the
school’s founding by religious Dutch
settlers in 1866 as the ‘anchor of hope
for people in the future.’ Now that the
future is here, it’s clear that this small
college has turned out its share of
well-educated graduates . . . .”
TWQ
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variety of ways such as key word, book title,
author, or subject. The new catalog system
will also be “portable,” making access
available on all library floors and eventually
from residence halls, academic buildings,
and faculty offices. An optical scan, or
bar-code labels, will enable an efficient
check-out and circulation system.
Hope College has received a $10,000
renewal grant from the Shell Undergraduate
Grant in Chemistry, Mathematics, and
Physics program for the 1986-87 school year.
Hope has been the recipient of this grant
every year since it was initiated six years ago .
Philip Tanis, a junior history major
from Holland Mich. , has been named a 1986
Time College Achievement winner.
Tanis was one of 1 00 students chosen from
a pool of over 760 applicants receiving this
Time award for excellence in academics and
in an area of interest outside the classroom.
He is active in campus activities having
served as co-editor of the student newspaper,
the anchor, and as a director of the Model
United Nations held every year on the Hope
campus for high school students. In the
Holland community, Tanis is an elected city
councilman.
The promotion of nine members of the
faculty has been approved by the college’s
Board of Trustees:
Promoted to the rank of full professor
were: Ion Agheana, romance languages;
Stephen Hemenway, English; Joan Conway,
music; and Allen Verhey, religion.
Promoted to the rank of associate professor
were: Kodjopa Attoh, geology; Marc Baer,
history; Christopher Barney, biology; Sander
deHaan, German; and Anthony Perovich,
philosophy.
The Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company of Reading, Mass, has announced
the publication of a new textbook, Modern
Experimental Biochemistry authored by Dr.
Rodney F. Boyer, professor of chemistry.
The textbook is designed for use in
biochemistry laboratory courses taught in
most colleges and universities.
A book by Sanford Schwartz, visiting
associate professor of English, has been
published by Princeton University Press.
Entitled The Matrix of Modernism: Pound,
Eliot, and Early Twentieth-Century Thought,
the book analyzes the influence of leading
modem philosphers on themes and
techniques characteristic of modem poetry.
Early reviews predict that Schwartz’s work
will “force scholars to rethink their ap-
proaches to the leading writers of the early
20th century.”
Two new Hope College physics pro-
fessors, Dr. Ned Rouze and Dr. Paul
DeYoung, are the recipients of grants from
the Research Corporation of Tucson, Ariz.
in support of their work. A $22,000 Cottrell
College Science Grant will aid Dr. Rouze’s
project entitled “Experimental Investigation
of Hydrogen Atoms Produced in Simple
Atomic Collisions” for a two-year period.
Dr. DeYoung’s project entitled “Light
Particle Emission in Heavy Ion Reactions”
is funded by a $19,000 William and Flora
Hewlett Foundation Grant, also for a two-
year period. Bothjoined the faculty in 1985.
Darlys Topp, director of career plan-
ning and co-director of services for students
with disabilities, was selected to attend the
National Conference on Employment of
People with Disabilities in Washington,
D.C. The by-invitation-only conference is a
presidential committee designed to deal with
employment issues for people with handicap-
ping conditions. In 1983, Topp was ap-
pointed by Governor James Blanchard to the
Michigan Commission on Handicapper
Concerns.
Hope College will host an Advanced
Student Trainer Workshop, sponsored by
Cramer Products, July 13-16. The workshop
is for students who have training experience
in the fundamentals of athletic injury preven-
tion and care. The event will be organized
by Richard Ray, the college’s certified
athletic trainer and instructor in physical
education. Hope is one of six institutions
nationally to hold this summer’s advanced
workshops.
Nancy Miller has accepted a three-year
appointment as dean of the social sciences
after a one-year term as the interim dean.
Correction: Dr. Norman Rieck is a professor
of biology . A teaching emphasis professor, he
helped develop courses in human anatomy and
fundamentals of the human nervous system.
Letters
Hope College does not have a lot of
exposure in Butler County, Ohio although 1,
superintendent of schools, and Dr. Garrett
Boone, the Butler County coroner, are
graduates of Hope. Last week, however,
Hope College was distinguished locally
because one of your graduates , Guy V ander-
Jagt, gave the Lincoln Day dinner address
for several hundred Butler Countians. It was
one of the greatest speeches I have heard
around these parts, and at the conclusion
there wasn’t a dry eye in the house. Needless
to say, I was extremely proud to be able to
announce that I too am a Hope grad.
Robert Quisenberry ’57
Hamilton, Ohio
Grads challenged to use “tenderness toward existence”
Although a strong southerly wind bothered
lassies, gowns, and stacked diplomas, it
wasn’t enough to spoil the warmth of the
Sunday afternoon sunshine or the high spirits
of the graduates, families, and friends
attending the 121st Hope College Com-
mencement Ceremony, held at Holland’s
Municipal Stadium on May 4.
While 532 seniors received their diplomas
during the exercises, the swirling weather
conditions attracted a good deal of attention
from the crowd of approximately 3,500 as
mortar boards were tousled and gowns
ruffled.
‘This is the first year we’ve had to tie
down the diplomas,” laughed President
Gordon J. Van Wylen.
In addition to the bachelor’s degrees
presented to the seniors, honorary degrees of
Doctors of Humane Letters were awarded to
Donald Bosch, M.D. and Eloise Boynton
Bosch ’41, M.R.E., missionaries who have
served mission schools and hospitals in
Kuwait, Muscat, Bahrain, and Oman.
Parents from as far away as Hawaii and
Italy, and a grandmother from Iran were
among those in the crowd at the ceremonies.
Jack Ridl, associate professor of English,
selected by the graduating class to deliver the
commencement address, entitled his speech
“The Unlived Life is Not Worth Examining.”
Ridl reassured the graduates that it’s all right
to feel hesitant and lost in a world they are
to supposedly enter with eagerness.
Ridl began his address in the conventional,
staid narrative style; “Today, equipped with
knowledge, faith and wisdom you are on the
threshold of the world, a world that waits for
your leadership, a world filled with golden
opportunities for your success . . . . ”
But the seniors demonstrated some staged,
general unrest to those remarks, and Ridl
started again, his address now directed to the
seniors, telling others they could listen in,
grade papers, write letters, or take notes.
“Seniors — Twenty years ago, nearly to the
day, I sat with my fellow students at gradu-
ation. We believed we had changed the
world. About ten years ago, I gave the
commencement address here at Hope to the
dregs of the Now Generation. They were
ready to conquer the world.
‘Today, I give this commencement
address to you , the dregs of the Me Genera-
tion. You are scared to death that the world
is going to conquer you.”
In feeling scared and confused, he asked,
“Does that mean that the Hope faculty has
taught you well?"
“Likely,” answering his own question,
“unless we led you to think that we aren’t
also scared and confused. We like to call it
‘seriously concerned.’”
Through the illustration of the Biblical
story about the Good Samaritan, the English
professor implicated to the seniors that there
is no need for worldly direction, no need for
a set course, no need to examine everything
that happens in life.
“Maybe the Good Samaritan was headed
in the right direction — no direction. I
wonder. I wonder if he had any purpose; any
goal, any set task, a calling?. . . .However,
chances are that Samaritan wasn’t as sophis-
ticatedly educated as we. He likely didn’t
pause to examine his motives, the nature of
human nature, the implications of his
behavior, the situation, his own situation, the
situation at large, the consequence of
anything, not even the poor fellow by the
side of the road. He just walked along and
then stopped.”
Evoking the words of Galway Kinnell’s
poem “Wait,” Ridl suggested the seniors
remember these thoughts on their journey
through an uncertain life:
“Wait, for now.
Distrust everything if you have to.
But trust the hours. Haven’t they
carried you everywhere, up to now? . . . .
“So now you’re graduating uncertain, very
uncertain, even hesitant,” he continued.
“Good. He who hesitates is lost. And it’s
about time we all learned how to be lost
together, and how to wander and blunder like
that Good Samaritan, with what poet Galway
Kinnell has heroically called ‘tenderness
toward existence.’”
Baccalaureate was held Sunday morning
in Dimnent Memorial Chapel on Hope’s
campus. The Rev. Rudolph Kuyten, a
Reformed Church missionary in Japan for the
past 26 years, delivered the sermon ‘Take
Continued on page 21
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EVENTS
GET READY TO TEE OFF at the ninth annual Hope College Golf Outing on Tuesday , July 15. All Hope alumni and
friends are invited for a day in the sun at the Holland Country Club.
ACADEMIC CALENDAR
Summer Sessions 1986
Phone (6 1 6) 392-5 1 1 1 , ext. 2020 for registration information
on all summer sessions.
Summer Session, June 1 6-July 25 , on-campus and off-cam-
pus courses in 10 fields of study.
Summer Institute in Computer Science, — June 16-July
1 8 and July 21- August 22, for the novice and computer expert.
August Seminars, — August 4-8, a total of five courses
available for one-hour audit, one-hour undergraduate credit,
two hours undergraduate credit, or one hour graduate credit.
They include: “The Worlds of Mark Twain,” “Plays, Poetry,
Fiction, and Historical Themes: The Conflict in Northern
Ireland,” “Traditions in Classical Theatre: East and Wpst,”
“Writing the Personal Essay,” and “The Impact of the Second
World War: As Seen from the Statue of Liberty.”
Fall Semester (1986)
August 30, Saturday — Residence Halls Open, 8 a.m.
August 30, Saturday — Freshmen Orientation Begins
August 30-Sept. 1, Sat. -Mon. — Freshmen Orientation
September 2, Tuesday — Late Registration 10 a.m. -Noon,
DeWitt
September 2, Tuesday — Classes Begin, 8 a.m.; Formal
Convocation (Evening)
October 10-12, Fri.-Sun. — Homecoming Weekend
October 15, Wednesday — Fall Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
October 20, Monday — Fall Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
October 24-26, Fri.-Sun. — Parents’ Weekend
November 27, Thursday — ̂ Thanksgiving Recess Begins, 8 a.m.
December 1, Monday — ^Thanksgiving Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
December 12, Friday — Last Day of Classes
December 15-19, Mon.-Fri. — Semester Examinations
December 19, Friday — Residence Halls Close, 7 p.m.
Spring Semester (1987) January 1 1 , Sunday — Residence
Halls Open, Noon
January 12, Monday — Registration for New Students, 2-4 p.m.
January 13, Tuesday — Classes Begin, 8 a.m.
February 13, Friday — Winter Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
February 18, Wednesday — Winter Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
March 15, Thursday — Critical Issues Symposium (classes not
in session)
March 20, Friday — Spring Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
March 29, Sunday — Residence Halls Open, Noon
March 30, Monday — Spring Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
May 1, Friday — May Day; Classes Dismissed at 12:30p.m.
May 4-8, Mon.-Fri. — Semester Examinations
May 9, Saturday — Alumni Day
May 10, Sunday — Baccalaureate and Commencement
May 10, Sunday — Residence Halls Close,1 7 p.m.
May Term (1987) May 1 1 , Monday — Registration &
Payment of Fees, 8:30-11:00 a.m. DeWitt Lobby
May 11, Monday — Classes Begin in Afternoon at 1 p.m.
May 25, Monday — Classes not in Session - Memorial Day _
May 29, Friday — May Term Ends
June Term (1987)
June 1, Monday — Registration & Payment of Fees,
8:30-10:00 a.m. DeWitt Lobby
June 19, Friday — June Term Ends
Summer Session (1987)
June 22, Monday — Registration & Payment of Fees, 8:30-
10:00 a.m. DeWitt Lobby
June 22, Monday — Classes Begin in Afternoon at 1 p.m.
July 3 , Friday — Classes Not in Session - 4th of July Holiday
July 3 1 , Friday — Summer Session Ends
ADMISSIONS
For details, contact the Admissions Office, Hope College,
Holland, Mich., 49423, (616) 392-5111, ext. 2200.
Explorientation ’86 — July 27-August 2, 1986
A “mini-college” experience for students who will be juniors
and seniors in high school for the fall of 1986.
SPECIAL EVENTS
Summer Sports Program — For more information, phone
(616) 392-511, ext. 4370 (George Kraft).
Swimming Instruction, June 9-19 and June 23-July 3, one
hour per day, 1st - 6th graders.
Girls’ Basketball Camp, June 23-27, all day, 7th-12th graders.
Boys’ Basketball School, July 14-26, two hours per day,
5th- 12th graders.
FOUR
Diving Camp, June 16-20, three hours per day, 7th- 12th
graders.
Econostate, — June 15-20, for high school students interested
in economics and business . Phone (616) 392-5 1 1 1 , ext . 3045
(Herb Martin) for details.
SPORTS
1986 Hope College Football Schedule
Saturday, Sept. 13 (Community Day) WITTENBERG, Ohio,
1:30 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 20 at DePauw, Ind., 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 27 WABASH, Ind., 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 4, at Findlay, Ohio, 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 1 1 (Homecoming) *ALMA, 2 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 18 *at Adrian, 2 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 25, (Parents’ Day) *KALAMAZOO, 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 1, *at Olivet, 1 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 8, *at Albion, 1 p.m.
*MIAA game
ALUMNI & FRIENDS
Hope College Village Square, Friday, June 27,7 a.m.-
3:30 p.m. Hand-crafted items, food and entertainment
available at this annual campus-wide bazaar.
Hope College Annual Golf Outing, Tuesday, July 15, 1
p.m. Contact the Office of College Relations at (616)
392-51 1 1 , ext. 2030 for more information or to make
reservations.
DEPREE GALLERY EXHIBITIONS
Color Prints by Three, through June 15; (works by Appel,
Alchensky , and Lindener from the Kresge Art Museum (MSU).
Liberty Fest Show, June 30-July 28, “Out of This World”






James Dapogny’s Chicago Jazz
Band, Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday,
November 6-7
Alvin Ailey Repertory Dance
Ensemble, DeWitt Theatre, 8 p.m.
Monday, November 24
Grand Rapids Symphony Or-
chestra with violinist Robert
McDuffie presents Tchaikovsky’s
Violin Concerto, Dimnent Chapel,
8 p.m.
Monday, February 9
Grand Rapids Symphony Or-
chestra and Symphonic Choir
present Mendelssohn’s Elijah,
Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Tuesday & Wednesday
March 17-18
The Belle of Amherst, a one-
woman portrayal of Emily
Dickinson by Laura Whyte,
DeWitt Theatre, 8 p.m.
Thursday, April 16
















A brochure and ticket information
on both series will be available in
July. Phone (616) 392-5111, ext.
2030 or write: Hope College,
Office of College Relations,
DeWitt Center, Holland, Mich.
49423.
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Campaign profile
Support comes from far and near
XJope College alumni and friends could
1 1 be considered natural donors to the
college’s major fund-raising effort, The
Campaign for Hope. Being acquainted with
the college and what it means to them, that
constituent group is familiar with Hope’s
quality and the college’s need for a new
library and increased endowment to maintain
its educational programs.
Corporations and foundations are a different
story. Most are not aware of Hope’s mission
or its high academic standards. They do not
share the same historical and sentimental ties
to the college as do Hope’s alumni and friends.
Yet, as corporations and foundations
become aware of the college’s goals and
reputation, they recognize Hope is worthy of
their support. And because of this recogni-
tion, The Campaign for Hope has become
the beneficiary of philanthropic decisions,
decisions that lead to significant contributions
to the college’s capital campaign.
Of the $26 million Campaign goal, $7.5
million is designated from corporations and
foundations. The two constituent groups have
already contributed $5 million to the college.
“I think the success the Campaign has
achieved with corporations and foundations
is a recognition of Hope College’s quality,”
said Richard Kruizenga, the Campaign’s
national chairperson for corporate and
foundation support. “Corporate and founda-
tion givers, I have found, are looking for
quality. They have far more requests for
donations than they have money. So they try
to reward those who are doing a good job.”
From Texas to New York, Pennsylvania
to California, the Campaign has been
receiving corporate and foundation support
from around the country. As a result, new
corporate and foundation support has been a
welcome element in the Campaign. “It is
exciting to see institutions, who never had
any connection with Hope until the Campaign
began, becoming involved in the life of the
college,” said John Nordstrom, director of
the Campaign.
The William Randolph Hearst Foundation
of New York, N. Y. designated a large grant
toward an endowed scholarship fund. Hearst
has a national program which provides
assistance to small and medium liberal arts
colleges, a program they felt Hope fit into
very well.
“In our view, Hope is an outstanding
institution,” said Robert Freshe, executive
director and vice president at the William
Randolph Hearst Foundation. “Outstanding,
first, for its leadership which starts with
President Van Wylen and the Board of
Trustees. Secondly, we found Hope has a
good track record of producing quality
graduates who pursue careers in academia.
They are the people, especially in the arts
and humanities, who nurture, enhance, and
perpetuate the nation’s educational system.
Those qualities are important to us at Hearst.”
The Atlantic Richfield Foundation of Los
Angeles, Calif, is also another new donor for
Hope. In December 1985, Atlantic Richfield
contributed a major grant toward the Cam-
paign and the construction of the new Gordon
J. and Margaret D. Van Wylen Library.
“Each year the foundation awards a few
unrestricted Liberal Arts Grants to a select
group of colleges,” said Fred Nelson,
Atlantic Richfield program officer. “Hope
was one of 1 1 institutions nationwide to
receive a grant last year. The choice of those
liberal arts schools is based on quantitative
and qualitative achievements, past and
present, of the colleges.”
“These grants are not only of great
financial help, but are also a source of
considerable encouragement,” President Van
Wylen said. “We strive to be a college of
excellence in every facet of our activities,
and we are grateful that this commitment and
achievement has been recognized by such
outstanding foundations.”
Local corporate support for the Campaign
has also been very encouraging, according
to Nordstrom. Over 100 corporations in the
West Michigan area have contributed
substantially to the Campaign.
“Our local success is an evidence of the
great community-college cooperation and
understanding we have here in West Michi-
gan,” said Nordstrom
Larry Mulder, president of ODL, Inc. in
Zeeland, Mich, agrees. For over 15 years,
ODL (Ottawa Door Lights) has supported
Hope in various ways, through contributions
to the Hope Community Campaign and as
the sponsor for the annual Run, Bike, Swim,
now in its 9th year. Their contribution to the
Campaign is just an extension of the already-
committed feeling they have toward the
college.
“We have a high degree of interest in and
respect for Hope,” said Mulder. “Over the
years, our small company has benefited from
the good people Hope produces . In addition ,
we feel Hope is extremely well- run. And as
a result, we feel Hope will be a good steward
of our contributions.”
The Holland Sentinel, though locally
managed, is nationally owned by the Stauffer
Communication paper chain and has histori-
cally donated funds to the college, most
recently to The Campaign for Hope. Stauf-
fer’s philanthropic philosophy believes
strongly in community service, whether it be
to local educational institutions or some other
cause they feel helps the community be a
better place to live, Clay Stauffer, the
Sentinel's publisher, said.
“We just feel it’s to everyone’s benefit to
support a college of the caliber of Hope,"
noted Stauffer. “It’s good to have a college
like Hope in a town in which you publish.
It helps the town grow; it helps improve the
quality of life here; and it brings intellectual
stimulation to everyone who lives in this
area. Hope College makes a definite impact
and difference on the Holland community."
Hope can make a difference, to its students
and the community, because of generous
corporate and foundation support, local and
nationwide, which makes an impact through
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CAMPAIGN
WATCH
Campaign Goal: $26 million
Raised to date: $24.9 million
The Campaign for Hope is a
three-year, $26 million fund-
raising effort to strengthen vital
areas throughout the College.
Watch the giving grow!
The
RESOURCES FOR THE CHALLENGE OF TOMORROW
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Tfie once-in-a- Cifetime aCBum
OnMay3 and4; news
from Hope cameras caught
the once-in-a- Cifetime
memories of distinguished
honors and handshakes; of
windy deg/ pomp and cir-
cumstance; cf poses and
candids; of hugs and tears;
of other cameras clicking
their shutters at never-
ending smiles; cf parental
joys; of renewed ties and
acquaintances; of the end
of four-year chapters in
many young expectant
lives.
President Gordon Van Wyfen and Provost Jacob Nyenhuis (Jar (eft) present honoraty degrees cf
Doctors cf Humane Letters to Elaine Boynton ’41 Boscfi and her husband, Donald. The couple
have been longtime RCA missionaries in the Middle East.
For the next two years, Steve Norden ’74 and Fran Hooper ’71
will preside as the Alumni Association president and vice pres-
ident.
Karen Becker ’86 presents the H. O.P.E. clock to this year’s outstanding
prcfessor-educator, Anthony Muiderman, associate prtjessor of Business
administration.
SIX NEWS FROM HOPE COLLEGE, JUNE 1986
Distinguished Alumni Award presentations highlighted Adumni Day as/ from left
to right, Randall Vande Water '52, Samuel 50 and Lucille Bronsting '49 Noordhoff,
Kenneth Leestma 52 were honored.
Professor Jantina Holleman holds onto her hat on a hhistery
Commencement Day.
Lots of pictures were in order to capture those once-in-a-lifetime memories.\ _ _____ _
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Spring ends with a storybook finish
They say storybook endings never happen
in real life. If that’s true, then the finale of
Hope College’s spring sports season was just
a dream.
For a moment, it may have seemed
unbelievable, but nothing could be more real
than Hope’s seventh straight and unpre-
cedented Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic
Association (MIAA) All-Sports Award, plus
two spring championships — men’s track
and baseball. None came without some
nail-biting and dramatics, though, as all three
crowns were determined on the last Hope
MIAA weekend; one in the last event, at the
wire.
The tabulation for the all-sports trophy had
been close between Hope and arch-rival
Calvin College before a Hope-Calvin
baseball doubleheader and MIAA Field Day
competition. Each school was dueling for
better positions in men’s and women’s track
and baseball, the leader of each undoubtedly
taking home the all-sports award.
On Saturday, April 24, the Flying Dutch-
men baseball team traveled to Calvin for their
final MIAA doubleheader. A sweep there
was of the utmost importance. Calvin had
not yet lost a league game while Hope had
three MIAA setbacks on their record. And
the Dutchmen had just come off a disappoint-
ing loss to Albion the Wednesday before.
But as storybook endings go, Hope topped
Calvin twice, 16-4 and 7-3, putting them-
selves in the driver’s seat while Calvin had
to fmish their season without another loss to
assure a solo championship. But on the last
MIAA weekend, the Knights and Alma
Scots, then with three losses each, split a
doubleheader to give Hope their second
consecutive baseball championship with a
9-3 MIAA record under first-year coach Bob
Johnston.
On Field Days, May 1-2, at Albion'
College, the dramatics increased with
track-and-field tension. While coach Russ
DeVette’s women’s team had accomplished
their goal, capturing second at the meet and
in the league behind favored Alma College,
the men’s team stood deadlocked with Calvin
at 151-all after 17 events, entering the day’s
final race — the mile relay. The winner of
the relay would win Field Day and gain the
seasonal championship since Albion, Calvin,
and Hope had tied in dual meet standings
with 4-1 records. Plus, the champs would
finalize the all-sports trophy for their school .
Hope’s chances for capturing the relay
race didn’t look too good on paper, though .
The team of Scott Voet, Kevin Cole, Richard
Bourne, and Rob Appell had been bested
during the regular season by Albion and
Calvin.
As the odd-makers expected, Calvin led
the relay through three exchanges and
entering the last lap, Hope was five yards
behind the leader.
But that’s when Hope’s Appell took over.
The stalwart of Hope’s team throughout his
career, Appell, a senior from Vicksburg,
Mich., was not to be denied in his final
collegiate race, and he reeled off a :49.2
quarter mile to beat Calvin’s Ken DeGraaf
by three yards at the tape.
“I’ve never seen anything like it,” admitted
veteran Hope track coach Gordon Brewer.
So, the Hope sports program captured their
15th all-sports award, tops among MIAA
schools , with 1 35 points for the second year
in-a-row, followed by Calvin with 124,
Albion 102, Alma 96, Kalamazoo 74, Adrian
64, and Olivet 40.
MORE ABOUT MEN’S TRACK
After the Field Day and league champion-
ship celebration, Appell, a NCAA All-Amer-
ican, was voted the league’s most valuable
trackster for the third year in-a-row. Besides
contributing to the winning relay team,
Appell also won the meet’s long jump title
with a career-best leap of 23 feet, 1 1/2 inches
and repeated as champion of the 200-meter
dash.
Joining Appell as title-holders were junior
Lindsey Dood of East Lansing, also a repeat
champion in the 5,000 and 10,000 meter
runs; senior Mike Percy of St. Joseph, Mich,
in the pole vault; junior Craig Kingma of
Grandville, Mich, in the 1,500 meter run;
and sophomore Kevin Cole of Jenison, Mich,
in the 800 meter run. MIAA all-conference
honors also went to Dood for the second year
in-a^row, Cole, Kingma, and Percy.
Sophomore Jim DeWitt posted a new
school record in the shot put with a 49 feet,
5 1/2 inch throw this season. DeWitt bested
the old mark of 48 feet, 8 3/4 inches set by
Scot Van Der Meulen in 1980.
Senior John Groeneveld of South Holland,
111. qualified for the NCAA Division III
national outdoor track and field champion-
ship in LaCrosse, Wis. with a career-best
javelin throw of 197 feet and finished second
at the MIAA Field Day. The qualifying
standard in the event was 190 feet, 3 inches.
STILL MORE ABOUT BASEBALL
Last year, senior John Klunder of Grand
Rapids, Mich, sat out of baseball competition
to take a breather after a long basketball
season. Returning this year to the pitching
mound, Klunder easily regained his masterful
technique during league competition and
earned himself the MIAA co-most valuable
player prize along with Alma’s Hans Martin.
The six-foot-five Klunder defeated every
MIAA team enroute to posting a 6-0 record
this spring. He also had the league’s best
eamed-run-average at 1 .40. Over his MIAA
career, Klunder was 1 9-4 with a 1 . 89 ERA .
On top of his MI A A prowess , Klunder tied
the Hope career record for pitching victories .
On the season he was 7-3 , and he raised his
career win total to 22, ending with a 22-13
career record. He shares the record with Greg
Heeres who won 22 games from 1982-85.
Senior outfielder Tom Bylsma of Grand
Rapids, Mich, also put his name into the
Hope record books. Last year’s MIAA MVP,
Bylsma set a new Hope career batting
average mark. He hit .417 this season,
second highest in school history, to raise his
career average to .363. The previous career
high was .332 set by Tony Terracciano from
1974-77. Bylsma also set new career records
for most hits (111), triples (9), total bases
(177), and runs-batted-in (81).
Single season records were also erased by
Bylsma in total hits (41) and total bases (65)
while sophomore outfielder Jim Klunder of
Grand Rapids established a record for
runs-batted-in (40). The younger Klunder
also tied the single season mark for homeruns
with five, a mark he shares .with Pete Rink
(1981), Tony Terracciano (1977), Rick
Zoulek (1979), and Tom Pelon (1967).
Both Bylsma and Jim Klunder were voted
to the MIAA second team along with junior
pitcher Mike Tietz of Kentwood, Mich.,
sophomore designated hitter Bill Mac-
Donald, also of Kentwood, and third base-
man Steve Majerle of Traverse City who tied
the season league-high doubles mark with
seven and was fourth in the league at the
plate with a .438 average.
The Flying Dutchmen finished their
season with an 18-16 overall record, while
going 15-7 during the regular season.
SANDRO TOPS IN TENNIS
In another storybook tale, freshman
phenom Colleen Sandro was one of 32
players nationwide selected to compete in the
NCAA Division III women’s tennis cham-
pionships in Kalamazoo. The unseeded
Sandrb advanced through three rounds to the
semifinals before being eliminated by the
eventual champion of the tournament. The
Grand Rapids native was the first Hope
women invited to the NCAA national
tournament, and she finished her first
collegiate season with a 16-4 mark.
Led by Sandro and junior veteran Kim
Baxter, the Flying Dutch women’s tennis
team placed second to Kalamazoo College.
Under first year coach Andrea Dahl, Hope
was 4-1 in the MIAA, 10-2 overall.
Sandro was voted the league’s most
valuable player after she captured the first
flight singles championship, defeating
nationally ranked Linda Topolsky of
Kalamazoo in the league championship
finals, 6-4, 1-6, 6-3.
Teammate Baxter of Hastings, Mich, won
the second flight singles crown and was voted
the recipient of the league’s Sue Little
Sportsmanship award. It marked the fourth
time since 1 980 that a Hope player has won
that honor. The junior was also voted to the
all-MIAA team for the second year in-a-row.
Winning the second flight doubles crown
were sophomore Beth Post of LaGrange, 111 .
and junior Karen Visscher of Falls Church,
Va.
NATIONAL CONTENDER: Freshman Colleen Sandro captured MIAA MVP honors this season then was selected to compete in the NCAA
national women’s tennis tournament. Sandro finished in the top four, advancingfor three rounds before being eliminated in the semi-finals .
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SECOND FOR WOMEN’S TRACK
Senior Paula Smith of Penfield, N. Y. was
a dominating force behind the Flying Dutch’s
runnerup status in women’s track. An
all-around contributor in the long jump,
dashes, and relays, Smith was awarded the
MIAA most valuable women’s trackster
honors. At Field Day, Smith won the long
jump title for the fourth consecutive year.
She also qualified for the NCAA Division III
national outdoor track and field champion-
ships in the 100-meter dash by posting a
season-best time of : 1 1 .9 against the national
qualifying time of :12.2
Hope also crowned both hurdle champions
on Field Day. Sophomore Becky Herin of
Shelby, Mich, captured the 400-meter race
while freshman Amy McQuillan of Saginaw,
Mich, won at 1 10 meters.
All-MIAA women’s track honors were
presented to Herin, McQuillan, Smith, and
Sue Buikema, a sophomore from Hudson-
ville, Mich.
YOUTH WILL TURN TO EXPERIENCE
A young women’s softball team, with only
one senior and no juniors, finished tied for
fourth in their MIAA race with a 3-7 record
under coach Anne Irwin. The Flying Dutch
finished with a 13-20 overall mark.
Two Hope players were voted to the
MIAA all-conference team. Sophomore
Barb Gras of Zeeland, Mich, and freshman
Dianne Brown of Byron Center, Mich . were
elected to the 1 1 -member honor squad by
league coaches. Gras pitched and played
second for the Flying Dutch while Brown
was the centerfielder.
The versatile Gras became the first Hope
player to lead the MIAA in hitting as she
batted .424 this spring. She was second in
the MI A A with total bases (18), tied for the
league leadership in triples (2) and was
among the leaders in the RBIs (6). On the
MVT Rob Appel l
BASEBALL BALLYHOO: The Flying Dutchmen baseball team cheered and played their way to a second straight MIAA championship.
mound, Gras had a 2.33 eamed-run-average
while posting a 2-3 record. For the entire
season, the sophomore went 6-7 and led the
MVT Paula Smith
team hitting .348.
Brown’s specialty was defense as she had
an outstanding .948 fielding average,
MVP John Klunder
committing only three errors in 55 chances.
The freshman batted .323 in league games
and had an overall average of .287.
Flying Dutch team-voting selected sopho-
more Rhonda Buchanan of Charlevoix,
Mich, as the MVP and freshman Amy
Warriner of Greenville, Mich, was named
the most improved player. Buchanan was
also voted to the MIAA second team. She
pitched and played shortstop.
Sophomore DeeAnn Knoll of Grand
Rapids, Mich, established a new season
MIAA record for stolen bases with 10. The
old record was nine by Jill Barry of Albion
College in 1979. On the season. Knoll stole
a school-record 29 bases in 30 attempts.
MEN’S TENNIS REBUILDS
After losing five of last year’s eight
players, coach Bill Japinga’s men’s tennis
team placed fourth in the MIAA standings
this spring with a 3-3 record, 5-7 overall.
Senior Jon Etterbeek of Holland, Mich,
was voted to the all-MIAA team, playing
first flight singles and doubles. Etterbeek was
elected as the MVP by his teammates while
Dave Brat, a senior from Minneapolis,
Minn., was named the most improved.
SENIOR AWARD WINNERS
Outstanding senior student-athletes were
honored for their all-campus contributions.
This year’s John Schouten Award went to
Annette VanEngen of Mattawan, Mich. A
physical education major. Van Engen
participated in field hockey, basketball, and
softball. Blaine Newhouse was given the
Otto VanderVelde All-Campus Award this
year. A religion major, Newhouse played
varsity football for four years and participated
in intramural athletics.




Concern over the rising cost of a college
education has become a legitimate worry for
parents of college-bound students these days.
Hearing astronomical figures tossed about in
inflationary fashion could put a scare into
any banking account. Those figures say a
modest six percent inflation rate could raise
tuition for four years at a moderately-priced
private college to over $50,000 by 1999.
But Hope College has a solution for its
alumni and friends in the form of a newly-in-
stituted tuition prepayment program.
The Hope College Alumni-Friends Tuition
Program will enable alumni and friends of
the college to make a prepayment toward four
years of tuition at a substantial discount.
Organized through Prudential-Bache invest-
ment firm, Forbes Magazine calls the new
program “the most innovative development
in college tuition financing since the G.I.
Bill.” But as most parents can attest, any
program that can bring down the cost of
higher education is not only innovative but
gratefully welcome.
The investing family will be able to pay
one lump sum to Hope. The college will then
assure a four-year education, or 126 credit
hours, for the future student.
Children, grandchildren, dependents,
nephews, and nieces of Hope College alumni
and friends are eligible on a first-come,
first-served basis since a limited number of
openings are available for each class. Those
openings are reserved for future students up
to the age of 17. Another benefit of the
program will be pre-enrollment advising
offered by the college admissions staff to the
participants during their pre-college years.
The response to an initial introductory
mailing has already been overwhelming
according to William Anderson, vice presi-
dent for business and finance at Hope.
Approximately 100 alumni and friends have
responded to this non-obligatory mailing.
Since the parents are making an educa-
tional decision for their child with this plan,
the Alumni-Friends Tuition program allows
for some future flexibility, according to
Anderson.
If the child decides not to attend Hope or
does not meet the criteria for enrollment, the
college will refund the amount paid by the
individual for the program.
If the child wants to transfer to another
school, the program states that the student
must take the first thirty credits at Hope.
After that, if the student elects to transfer,
Hope will pay for the next 96 credits at 80
percent of Hope’s tuition rate or the elected
school’s, whichever is less. The transfer
school must be of the same accreditation
level as Hope and the student must maintain
a grade point average of at least 2.5 on a 4.0
scale in order to transfer.
If the child does meet the criteria of Hope
College, but for some reason Hope can’t
enroll the student, the college will pay the
child’s tuition for 126 credits at any qualified
school at Hope’s tuition rate or the elected
school’s rate, whichever is less.
For more information on the Hope College
Alumni-Friends Tuition Program, write to:
Hope College Business Office, DeWitt
Center, Holland, Michigan 49423 or call
(616) 392-5111 ext. 2005.
Sophomore Shelly Huisken teaches German to some Holland area youngsters during Hope's newly-instituted involvement in the West
Ottawa Learning Group.
Teach me how to talk like that
by Julie G. Ridl ’82
Tt’s 8 a.m. at Lakewood Elementary, one
M hour before the Holland school will
explode with the arrival of buses unloading
hundreds of children to start their normal
school day. The corridors and classrooms are
quiet now, except for a few strange sounds
floating through the empty halls. The
echoing noise is coming from the gym.
Inside, dwarfed by the expansive room, is
a small group of eight children, ages ranging
from six to 1 1 . Split into two teams, the Cubs
and the Pirates, they are playing the word
game “hang-man” with their teacher, Kim
Thomas. Trying to play along with the
children is a bit frustrating, however, until
you realize that the words they are spelling
are Spanish.
“M-a-n-o (arm), 1-a-s-a-l-l-a d-e c-l-a-s-e
(classroom), p-i-z-a-r-r-a (chalkboard).”
The excitement is barely contained as the
two teams compete by spelling out the
Spanish word, then translating it to English
for points. Sometimes the players blurt out
a pivotal letter though — or even the word
itself — out of turn. When that happens, no
one gets the points. It happens often. The
scores are low.
More voices float up from the library
downstairs. But these voices are quite
different.
“Der Hunt (hat), das Schiff (ship), das
Flugzeug (plane).”
Here students are making collages,
drawing pictures, then labeling them in
German. The exercises are used as a review
of the children’s already-extensive German
vocabulary. But as imaginations take over,
those vocabularies grow.
“How do you say ‘semi’?”
“What’s the word for ‘jet?”
Their teacher, Shelly Huisken, pronounces
the words for them, then writes them on a
slip of paper so they can copy them onto their
collages.
Kim and Shelly are two of six Hope
students who, since January, have been
teaching foreign languages to elementary
school students in Holland’s West Ottawa
school district.
The program is completely optional to the
elementary children who normally would not
have any exposure to a foreign language until
they reached junior high. And, even in junior
high, foreign languages are optional and not
guaranteed. The elementary concept origi-
nated five years ago when active West
Ottawa parents, Rick and Judy Linn, decided
to offer Spanish lessons to area children.
Last year, a class was taught by Edith
MacDonald, a 1985 Hope graduate, with
great success. The idea of dipping further
into Hope’s pool of talented foreign language
students became a reality when the Linns
contacted Ion Agheana, chairperson of the
foreign language department.
Agheana jumped at the idea and decided
to offer not only Spanish teachers, but French
and German instructors as well. Senior Linda
Moeller, junior Thomas, and sophomore
Dwight Tenhuisen teach Spanish; French is
taught by sophomore Michelle Workman and
junior Jennifer Parks; and sophomore
Huisken teaches German.
The West Ottawa Learning Group, as the
program is called, offers excellent educa-
tional opportunities for student and teacher
alike. The children, at an age when they are
known to be most receptive, are introduced
to the mystery and excitement of learning
other languages and cultures. And the Hope
teachers’ lessons are valuable as well.
‘They are given a sort of professional
initiation,” says Agheana. “They start feeling
confident and needed, feeling useful, and it’s
very satisfying for them because they have
learned to be independent professionals.”
And the six teachers are independent.
They are given the freedom to create their
own course curricula, to work at their own
pace, to set the entire scene as they choose.
The young instructors draw upon their
experience as foreign language “ATs,” or
assistant teachers. Each one of them have
taught language drill classes at Hope. As
ATs, they have learned to manage their
teaching material and present it to their peers,
fellow students who are often more reserved,
something their younger charges certainly
are not.
Each teacher has found that the greatest
reward and satisfaction in their community
work is the enthusiasm their students have
for a topic so new to them.
Organizer Judy Linn stresses that en-
thusiasm for learning languages is the main
goal for the program — to get the children
interested in learning about other people,
cultures, and languages before peer and
societal pressures set in. And it works. The
children’s enthusiasm is contagious.
“They love to pick up things just for the
fun of it,” notes Moeller.
Therein lies another of the program’s
golden rules: to keep the learning fun by
using games, crafts, and dramatization of
words and phrases to build the vocabulary.
There is some dialogue work and just a bit
of grammar instruction. The more difficult
concepts are left out of the program because
of the range of the students’ ages. What a
fifth grader finds easy to pick up is often
beyond the comprehension of a first grader.
This problem somewhat limits the progress
of the classes. The cure will depend on
continued parental interest. But it is the only
growing pain for an already-successful
cooperative program. This year’s numbers
were better than the previous year, and Linn
Continued on page 22
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Springtime in the Antarctic: Edith Smoot picked the rocks
by Eva D. Folkert
TWT ow is no time to be thinking of
brisk, snow-laden winds
numbing chattering teeth when
dreams of tan, peeling skin occupy
the mind . Now is no time to talk of
frigid, crackling snow when
thoughts of warm sand, clinging
between the toes, are prevalent. No,
it’s just not the time to remember
that long, oh so long, winter’s nap
when the sweet, oh so anticipated,
summer’s awakening is here.
But Edith Smoot, assistant
professor of biology, doesn’t mind
remembering those cold, hard facts.
It’s the cold facts she likes reminisc-
ing about and the hard facts she
enjoys researching.
Smoot spent the past academic
year on a leave of absence, a
temporary parting from Hope that
resulted in a five- week excursion to
Antarctica where she, along with
three other people in her research
team, collected fossil plants — 1 1
tons of fossil plants.
The newest full-time member on
the biology faculty, having joined
the college in 1983, Smoot is a
paleobotanist, a scholar of plant
fossils and ancient vegetation. She
is also Hope’s first paleobotanist.
And in the same year she came to
the college, the young professor
was named Michigan’s Outstanding
Young Woman of the Year, an
honor given by the leaders of
national women's organizations.
The rocks Smoot and Company
sledged up in the Great White South
are samples of petrified peat, “kind
of like a compost heap,” she
explains. “But the plants have been
silicified, meaning silica has
impregnated the plant cells and
turned the heap to stone.”
The result is plants preserved in three-
dimensions, usually fully intact. But 1 1
tons of fossil rock .... really now.
‘The problem is that you never know
what you have until the rocks are slabbed
up and put under a microscope,” Smoot
says. “So the more rock, the better. You’re
more likely to have an entire plant that way .
Actually, we didn’t even make a dent in
Antarctica’s surface.”
Smoot’s main interest is charting the
evolution of the plants and defining how
their composition has changed through the
ages. But why Antarctica? Why not South
America where some of the sun-loving
petrified plants go?
“Petrified plants of the Triassic Age
(about 240 million years old) can only be
found in Antarctica. Actually very few
plants of any age, anywhere in the world,
are petrified.
“Besides, ever since I was an undergrad.
I’ve wanted to go to Antarctica. I was
attracted by the romantic feeling of the
Antarctic’s remoteness, walking where no
other person has ever been before. I was
also fascinated by the effect Antarctica's
thin, clear air has on a person’s perception
of distance. What you might think is a rock
several hundred yards away can really be a
tip of a mountain, 10 miles away."
POLAR PALEOBOTANIST: Edie Smoot learns the true meaning of frigid winds.
The expedition was funded by the
National Science Foundation (NSF) and
directed by Dr. Thomas N. Taylor of Ohio
State University. Smoot earned her three
degrees at OSU, achieving her doctorate
under Taylor.
The paleobotanists left for the icy South
by way of Christchurch, New Zealand last
October, springtime for the world down
under. By the time the group reached
Antarctica from their midwestem departure
point, they had compiled 25 hours of air
time, crossed seven time zones, and ended
the excursion with some mighty fine jet-lag.
The three-day lay-over in New Zealand
was not only appropriate for jet-lag recovery
but necessary to allow Navy pilots an
assurance of good flying weather into the
Antarctica’s continually changing weather
patterns. More importantly, the scientists
needed to stop by the NSF warehouse to
“shop” for the wintery gear that would
change them from short-sleeved civilians to
modern-day eskimos.
Antarctica is the coldest, highest, and
driest continent in the world. The average
temperature inland for the entire year is -35°
C (-25° F); 58 percent of the continent is
over 6,500 feet above sea level while 25
percent is over 8 ,500 feet above sea level;
and less than one inch of snow falls each
year, making Antarctica drier than the
Sahara. And that inch never melts either,
it just blows around. Blizzards at the Cap
are not the result of falling snow but are
caused by swirling, blowing snow.
So the scientists equipped themselves
with three pairs of boots (one pair of white
rubber Bunny boots and two pairs of
muck-lucks), lined pants, flannel shirts,
suspenders, waffle-weave long underwear,
a red fur-lined parka, and a nifty wool
helmet that covered every facial feature but
the eyes — normally protected by dark,
mirrored sunglasses anyway — giving the
bearer a resemblance akin to a human
insect.
“But the sunglasses were one of our most
important pieces of equipment,” says
Smoot. “Snow blindness was a real prob-
lem , and the glasses needed to keep out 1 00
percent of the ultraviolet and infrared rays.
Fifteen minutes without your glasses could
cause permanent eye damages”
When the weather finally permitted, a
trans-Pacific flight into Antarctica took
them first to McMurdo Naval Base on Ross
Island and eventually 500 miles farther
inland to their field position near Beardmore
Camp in the Transantarctic Mountains.
Both are U.S. facilities used to promote
scientific research on the polar continent.
In fact, the only people “down
there” are scientists and naval
personnel. It is a distinct privilege
to be one of approximately 100
scientists who visit Antarctica each
year. And most of those scientists
study the wildlife and glacial
movements. Very few are
paleobotanists.
Since McMurdo is located on the
coast, it is relatively warm, com-
paratively speaking. In the summer,
it actually gets close to the freezing
mark (32° F— 0° C) and in the
winter, it averages -30° C. But even
with its seemingly more tolerable
temps, McMurdo is not a place
known for its scenic beauty.
“If I had to stay at McMurdo the
entire time I was in Antarctica. I
would really have been depressed
because it’s an ugly place,” she
laughs. “It's built on a volcanic
island so the ground is black cinder
and there isn’t enough snow to
cover it up.”
The main purpose for their stop
at the naval base, though, was to
participate in a three-day emergency
survival course and instruction in
food-packing so each scientist could
become a “certified” venturer.
When the “Survival Training
Circus” was in town, Antarctic
experts taught the cold weather
newcomers the finer points of
climbing out of a crevasse without
help; kicking or cutting steps to
climb up a mountainside; purpose-
fully falling down a mountain feet
first, head first, on the back or on
the stomach so as to stop one’s body
by using an ice pick; building a
snow shelter igloo-style; and
learning how to walk across a
crevassed- field, roped together.
Captain Robert Scott should have
known so much.
The food-packing was the least
energetic exercise in basic training. But it
was nothing like tossing a few sandwiches
into a basket and heading out for a picnic.
Smoot and team needed to consult on
packing enough food for five weeks, for
four people. They were told to not pack
cans of juice, for example, because they
would freeze solid and never thaw in the
field. Frozen food, on the other hand,
would not be a problem. So, in went the
lobster tails and sirloins along with the
unelegant staples. “NSF figures the envi-
ronment is so tough down there, you’d
might as well eat well," Smoot chuckles.
Besides, the human body bums 2,000
calories a day just staying warm in Antarc-
tica. That figure doesn’t include the calories
expended by walking, wielding an ice pick,
or spiking a volleyball (a favorite pastime
at Beardmore Camp where cut-throat play
is a lot like the beach, only a misjudgment
results in a snowy face instead of a sandy
one).
“Dehydration is a real problem too,”
Smoot explains. “There is usually only
three percent humidity, and with the load
of clothing you have to wear, you sweat
like a pig. Most of the time, we would just
eat candy bars, nuts, and cookies for lunch
as we worked. If I did that here, I’d be ill.
Continued on page 23




Warm but windy weather conditions
welcomed 10 class reunions on Alumni Day
’86, held May 3.
Reunions held for the classes of 1926,
1931, 1936, 1941, 1946, 1951, 1956, 1961,
1 966 , and 1 97 1 were the most get-togethers
ever held on Alumni Day. Usually, the Hope
50-year Circle encompasses all reuniting
alums who graduated more than a half-cen-
tury ago. But this year, the classes of 1926
and 1931 extended those alumni circle
festivities to include their own spring
gatherings, resulting in the ninth and tenth
reunions.
The class of 1 926, though, is the first class
to gather for a 1 2th reunion since they were
the first to hold a 55-year reunion five years
ago. Gathering at the Van Wylen’s newly-re-
novated Presidents’ Home, class members
had been looking forward to this event for
the last five years, ever since the close of
their 55th. Now, there were updated events j
to catch up on and , of course, some memories
to reawaken.
Who but the reunited members of the class
of 1 926 could remember paying $25 a ||p
semester for tuition ; remember putting on the V .
Hope 60-year anniversary pagaent remember
literature instructor Martha Gibson and /
music great, English professor and dean of
men John Nykerk; remember football with
leather helmets and the beginning of a tennist m. Class of ’26 Row 1 : Henry Bos, Mabelle DuMez Frei, Dorothy Dick, Theodore Essebaggers, Albert Schaafsma
They have watched five presidents direct bonder Kolk Andrews, Lois Brockmeier Annis, Ann Barkema Row 4: Catherine Wilson VanDenBrink, Anne Westerhoff Albers,
the college; watched the campus grow from Weller , Margaret Anderson DePree, Edward Fieldhouse, George Mildred Ramaker Kemme, Aaron Unger sma, Marion Laepple
their four-building world to the current D mson Schaafsma
facade of 60 years of different architecture; R°w 2: Edythe Klerk, Mildred Bertsch VanEenenaam, Geraldine Row 5: Ted VanDenBrink, James VerMeulen, Alonzo Wierenga,
Dykhuizen, Norman VanderHart Gerrit Kemme, Barnerd Luben, At Derks, Fred Olert
Continued on center page Row 3: Jeannette Veldman, Marion Landaal Sisson, Dorothy
Wmsw
Class of ’31 Row 1: Margaret Westveer Steffens, Nelson Bosman, Evelyn Heffron, Wichers, Mildred Schuppurt, Don VandenBunte, Eunice Hyma Bos, Esther Glerum Lake,
Arnold Dykhuizen, Janet Kollen Schreuder, Paul Brouwer, Tillie Masselink Friesema, Clarence Becker , Sadie Masselink Winter , Melvin Klaaster , JohnSchuiling, Betty Smith
Lillian Smies Becker
Row 2: Jo DeHaan Wyma, Marian Anderson Stryker, Cynthia Palmer Healy, Willard
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Class Of ’36 Row 1: Mae Van Hartesveldt Veldhuis, Ruth Muilenburg Jeffery, Alice Leon DeJongh, Emma Zagers Yntema, Stanley Boven, Helena Visscher Winter, Jean
Englesman Redeker, Agnes Patterson, Pat VanKoevering Prins, Harriet Laman, Anne Rottschaefer VanderVelde
Dethmers Huizenga, Jennie DeVries Venhuizen, Bill Welmers, Vera Damstra Hayden, Row 4: David Laman, George Douma, Florence VisDouma, Dorothy Eckerson Atkinson,
Dorothy Kleis um Henry Kinkema, John Piet, Stan Joeckel, Albert Mansen, John Buteyn, Lois
Row 2: Janice VanKoevering Hildebrand, Doris VanLenteNeckers, Willard Westveer, VanderMeulen Ellert
MiltSpaan, LesVanTatenhove, Foster VanVliet, Betty Goehner Boven, Ruth Burkett Park Row 5: Mina Becker Buys, George Heeringa, James DeWeerd, John VanderMeulen,
Row 3- Ben Plasman, Dick Walvoord, Lois VanZomeren De Blaay, Gilbert Plasman, Roger Leestma, Henry Kleinheksel, Myron Kollen, George De Witt
,*>' ̂  '• >• ' ...... •*'>••• •- .... ............ * ......  ...... ....... .......
Class of ’41 Row 1: Lois Glerum Alofs, Mary Jacobs Hakken, Marthene Van Dyke Row 3: Ruth Klaasen Wassenaar, Edith Rameau Eenigenburg, Birdie Vis VanWyk,
Dykstra, Ruth De Young Potts, Margie Bilkert Lemmer, Phyllis Newcastle Jalving, Eloise Gordon Van Wyk
Boynton Bosch, Ruby Carpenter Steketee Dr","!l’ Ur,rr'1'1 rn
Row 2: Hulda Rigterink Folkert, Fritz Bertsch, Phillip Waalkes, Tunis Miersma, Helen
VanKooy Marcus, Tess VanDyke Dinkeloo, Jack Jalving, Kay Douma DePue, Henry
Voogd, Doris Van Lente Stager
Row 4: Harold Colenbrander, Harold Hakken, Theodore Zandstra, Howard VanEgmond,
Chester Toren, Elton Gogolin, Bob Dykstra, Walter Macak, Fritz Claerbout, William
Jesiek
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Class of ’46 Row l : Libby Romaine Hillegonds, Paul Fried, Row 3: Bob Snow, Joyce Timmer Seaman, Herbert Leigh
Elaine Bielefeld Walchenbach, Miriam Siebert Krum, Kenneth Manuell, Harriet Stegeman VanDonkelaar, Marian
Stickney, Calvin Malefyt
Row 2: Bunny Goff Marcussen, Wilbur Brandli, Adeline
Sybesma, Clarice Peterson Hensbrough, Lucille Teninga
Toren, John Geary
Mastenbrook Smith, Janet Huizenga, Dale VanLente
Row 4: Max Boer sma, Helga Sawitzky Lucius, Dale Stoppels,
MaryLou Hemmes Koop, Elsie Parsons Lamb
Class of ’51 Row 1 : Alice Gravenhorst Cook, Elmer Roe,
Vruggink, Margaret Schoonveld Kraay, Suzellen Roest Webb, Row
Joyce Post Schipper, Nancylee Corp Marema, Marie Ban
Haldenwang Goodwin, John Van Eenenaam, Lynne Van Lids
Weelden Ihrman, Eloise Hinkamp Van Heest Can
Row 2: Connie Shilling Kruse, Bob Japinga, Arlene Shoemaker Rov
Timmerman, Dorothy Fennema Voss, Beatrice Soodsma Dro
VanPernis, Lois Timmer Appledorn, Dutch Van Ingen, Al Bob
Class of ’61 Row 1: Barbara VanderMolen, Jane Wezeman Smith, Barbara
Amos Stegink, Marlene Gouwens McNally, Carol Joelson Sytsma, Ruth Ausema
Sylvia Wildschut Fox, Phyllis Prins Brown, Norma DeBoer, Cal Bruins, Bonnie
Bruins, Terry Hofmeyer, Bruce Hoffman, Thomas Bos, Dorothy Welch Bennink,
Hofmeyer, Joni Clayton, Mary Harmeling Toppen, Priscilla Estell, Mary Decker Beth Wichers DuMez, James Fox, Richard Jaarsma, Fritz Kruithof, Ron Beyer,
Klaaren, Judy Eastman Faber, Margie Kempers Wiegerink, Nancy Mulder Timmer, Jim Betke
Arlene Cizek Schoon, Sharon Crossman Bolthouse, Sharon Smith Hall, Marilyn Row 3: Mark DeWitt, Gordon Stegink, John Vandenburg, Clark Matthews, Dean
Fugazzotto Looyenga, Helene Bosch Zwyghuizen, Adina Yonan VanBuren Nederveld, Tom Bos, Ron Wiegerink, Merle Klienhuizen, Wally VanBuren, Chuck
Row 2: Mary Hoesbergen DeVries, Linda Gordon DenUyl, Merilyn Freeman Truby, George Boerigter, Calvin Rynbrandt, Dale Schoon, Jim Bolthouse, Dan
DeVries, Phyllis Smith DenUyl, Marilyn Rocks Cox, Eleanor VerBurg VanDyke, Ritsema, Tom Aardema
60-year reuni^
Continued from page .
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Boers, Al Rauschenbach, Don Hazekamp
>. Row 3: Jeannine DeBoer Milne, Beth Thomson Murley,
Barbara VanNeuren Taylor, Marijane Borr Mead, Ellen
Lidston Rieck, Marjorie Fenton Davis, Delores Freyling
Campbell, Gene Campbell, Bill Hamelink
b Row 4: Bob Stoppels, Maurice Boon, Kenneth DeWitt, Jean
Droppers, Jack Boeskool, Bill Van’t Hoff, Hugh Campbell,




rates of 92 to this year’s
hanangible recollections
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Class of ’56 Row 1 : Barbara Brookstra Suby, Chris Denny
Connaire, Carol Kuper DeWitt, Alyce DePree, Barbara
Kruizenga Davies, Marianne Wierks Van Eenenaam, Mary
Jane Adams Dykema, Margery Addis VerBeek, Nancy Lubben
Plantenga, Charmaine Vandermyde Stegenga
Row 2: Barbara Lowing Brink, Richard TenHaken, Vernon
Hoffman, Elaine Vruggink Spieldenner, John Adams, Karl
VanderLaan, Art Bieri, Tom McCall, Henry Stegenga
Row 3: Judy Kingma Hazeltop, Eileen Mugg Nordstrom, John
VerBeek, Wilma Beets Nock, John Kools, Mary Burggraaff
VanderKooy, Barbara Grasman Grootenhuis, Janice
Polhemus Jessup, Jerry Redeker, Glennyce Kleis Russcher,
Theodore Bosch
Row 4: Robert DeYoung, Lois Tornga Veldman, Jack DePree,
Jim Kremer, Barb Pennings Kremer, Thomas Ten Hoeve,
Barbara Jeffrey Neevel, James Neevel
-------- ----- - .......................
Class of ’66 Row 1 : Cheryl Richardson Peterson, Vicki VanEck Hill. Carol Hakken Mulder, Don McClow, Rich Wepfer. Ruth Meyer Nienhuis, Pat Elzerman
SuTsh^rtsIrong B^B^gerMons^^t^^^J^^^rt Jackson, Row* Martha Campbell Costos, Jeanne Frissel VanTil, Carol Bars, Cousineau,
John Wormuth, Joyce Marriott Cook Donna Engelsman Bishop, Margaret Diephuts Mackey, Sharon Wiechman Seamon,
Row 2- Allen Miedema, Anita Joeckel, Carol Howes Wilbur, Marilyn Hoffman Graham Duryee, Herman Hoeksema, Jack Buteyn, Clare VanWteren. BudEdman,
Serum ’ Tommye Leenhouts, Joanne Wognum Hoeksema, Joan tenHoor, Mary John Knapp. Dave Heusinkveld, Skip Nienhuis, Brian Dolphin. Joyce Fhpse
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Class of ’71 Row 1: Fran Hooper, Ruth Huizenga Robbins, Nancy Schellenberg,
Nancy Johnson Brown, Laura Mumford, Lynda Dethmers Sittser, Karen Koeman Schley,
Nancy Banta Harms, Barb Godshalk Lester, Nancy Warner Taylor, Joyce VanHouzen
Stacy, Susan von Bergen O’Connor, Nancy Riekse Norden
Row 2: Mary Scott Siptak, Corinne Haringa VanderMolen, Pat DeBoer Pedersen, Sharon
Tucker, Ross Mack, Patricia Machiela Mack, Jane Witherspoon Jungst, Sherry Stager
Heart, Norine Everson Jones, Debbie Clinton Stack, Tom Stack, Meredith Jensen Purvis,
Mary Gunther Piers, Carrie Krahe Norris, Pamela Parker Thornburg
Row 3: Woody Woudenberg, HossBone, Chumly Nadalsky, GeepBosscher, BrianKoop,
Keith Crossland, Gary VanKempen, Arlan TenClay, Lon Eriks, Glenn Lowe, Bill
O’Connor, John Norden
Sentimental journey
by Doug Holm ’86
A s I looked around Phelps dining hall during the Senior Banquet in April, I
x\.couldn’t help but think about another banquet held almost four years earlier.
We were all a little different then, when as a part of freshman orientation, the
Class of 1986 met together for the first time at the Freshman Banquet.
1986 seemed so faraway. Everybody was nervous about the upcoming weeks.
For many of us, this was our first time away from home. What was this college
life going to be like, anyway?
I remember sitting in a comer of the dining hall, where our table got served
last, and we couldn’t see any of the speakers. And in the barrage of new faces,
I just couldn’t keep names straight.
Those faces and names were all-too familiar this time around, though. Like
many others, I had come to know a good part of the class, and here we were on
the verge of graduation. Those faces told of the trials and joys of the last four
years as well as the exciting and unpredictable future. We found out what college
life was like; now it was time for the “real world.”
I was smart enough not to sit in the comer this time. The program ran a little
long, and many people had other things to do. But I didn’t really care. Being
something of a sentimental fool, I stayed until the end. Maybe I did because of
something that happened a few months earlier.
I was talking to a friend who attends a Big Ten university and was also
graduating this spring. When I asked him if he was going to his commencement,
he answered, “No.” It wasn’t worth it, he said, to spend so much time just to
stand up with hundreds of others for a few seconds.
I thought about that while sitting at the banquet, and while waiting to walk
across the platform at commencement. I thought that the things I would miss
most about Hope was not the campus or classes, but the people who had made
my journey here memorable.
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Risky business: Who’s afraid of Chapter 11*?
by Eva D. Folkert
4 £ M B usiness without profit is not business
11 anv more than a pickle is candy.”
So says Charles F. Abbott.
Not so says Dick Frank ’70 and Ervin
Bolks '64.
Usually the words “bankrupt and Chapter
Eleven” ominously loom in the back of a
businessperson’s profit-pitched mind.
Stepping into a business which has a red-ink-
muddled ledger of impending liquidation is
usually not the best way to assure a paycheck
at the end of the week. Steer clear, they say.
Only fools walk in where wise men fear to
trade.
Usually that’s what most businesspeople
would do. But Frank and Bolks are not most
businesspeople. They are entrepreneurs of
risky business where financially unstable is
an understatement. Almost dead would be
more appropriate.
By their standards, though, there just
might be a lucrative candy center inside
Abbott’s sour pickle of debt.
The sagacious duo are the leaders of two
national corporations which were on the
verge of bankruptcy before they took over.
Frank is the chairman of the board of Show
Biz Pizza Time of Dallas, Tx. , a division of
Brock Hotel. One-hundred and forty million
dollars in debt, Show Biz did not file for
Chapter 1 1 and consequently saved high
court costs. This out-of-court settlement plan
is believed to be the largest, non-legal
restructuring in American history.
Bolks is vice president and treasurer of
Wickes Companies of Santa Monica, Calif,
which, when it filed for Chapter 1 1 two-and-
a-half years ago, was $1.6 billion in debt.
Wickes emerged from Chapter 11 in 1985,
however, making it the largest, nonrailroad
turnaround in American history. (Penn
Central gets overall award with its 1970
filing.)
“Maybe you do have to be a little crazy to
do this,” laughed Bolks, “but 1 think the
overall fascination deals with the challenge
of trying to make something work that others
have gotten into a position of not working.”
“The amount of risk anyone takes is
dependent, to some degree, on the amount
of intangible rewards that they see at the
end,” Frank added.
Herb bombed and Clara got ousted. So in
the world of fast food , or relati vely-fast food
in Show Biz’s case, a new gimmick will
hopefully be an effective and lasting gim-
mick. For Show Biz, it was the advent of the
video game.
In the late 70s and early 80s, the zipping
and zapping of 60 to 70 video games at Show
Biz included the likes of the faddish PacMan
and Space Invaders games. The revenue
those machines generated made up a very
large part of the pizza chain’s early financial
success. But like Clara and Herb, the video
game fell from grace and so too did a good
deal of Show Biz’s profits.
Today, only 15 to 20 machines beep and
blast in the Show Biz carnival-like atmos-
phere. The franchise has shifted gears from
the teenage target to young family demo-
graphics, aiming their marketing at children
between two and 12. Now, technical wizar-
dry has been replaced with back-to-basic
activities like basketball hoops, whiffleball
batting cages, kiddie rides and play areas.
“Our first priority was to restructure the
debt though. But, as we progressed, we never
lost sight of our number one objective —
sales,” said Frank. “We introduced a new
pizza product while still holding our prices
constant; we renovated the stores to make
them more functional and attractive for the
parents; and we have offered a compensation
program to our managers as an incentive to
increase sales.”
And of. course, Billy Bob, the friendly
bear, still sings on stage with his menagerie
of mechanical friends.
In the eight months Frank has been with
Show Biz, the sales reports have started to
turn upward from a previous four-year 15
percent dive, now edging up approximately
five percent from the prior year. The young
executive expects Show Biz to make a profit
for the first time since 1 982 , a feat resulting
from his own sound judgement and work
with a corporate-rescue financing company
called the Hailwood Group of Europe, who
ultimately guaranteed capital to satisfy the
pizza company’s creditor groups.
A Lynchburg, Virginia native, Frank’s
first occupational goal was not aimed toward
the restaurant world. For three years after
graduation, the physical education and
English major taught at the Zeeland (Mich . )
public schools. A fraternity buddy got him
interested in restaurant management, though,
and he left teaching to work for the Steak &
Ale chain in Atlanta. During his 12 years
with Steak & Ale, Frank proverbially rose
through the ranks and became the chief
operating officer for the Pillsbury Inc . -owned
operation, also based in Dallas. By his own
definition, Frank’s example speaks well for
the liberal arts education he received at Hope.
The jump from Steak & Ale to Show Biz
was one he had been waiting for, Frank said.
He was at the point in his life and career
when a risk factor was welcome. Plus, Show
Biz is smaller than Steak & Ale, and he liked
that too.
“Besides, in wanting something that
involved a certain amount of risk, I knew I
would be inviting a great deal of challenge.
There is an overwhelming sense of gratitude
from turning a business around. And that is
the real reward.”
Ervin Bolks is not only not afraid of
working for financially troubled companies,
he goes looking for them.
Before contributing to the drastic 180
degree turnaround the dying Wickes made,
Bolks was a significant part of a team that
worked their same magic on Republic
Corporation of Century City, Calif. Sanford
Sigoloff headed the Republic effort, and
when he was asked to take over Wickes,
Sigoloff invited his team from Republic to
join him. Bolks accepted.
Republic is a multi-diversified conglomer-
ate which owns many small companies,
mainly film, printing and manufacturing
subsidiaries. Although that big business did
not file for Chapter 11, the executive team
began paring back a number of unprofitable
companies and liquidated assets to pay down
and restructure the debt in such a way that
the corporation could carry it. By the time
Sigoloff, Bolks and crew trimmed back the
conglomerate, 120 smaller companies
became 13.
“When we went to Wickes, we did
virtually the same things we had done at
Republic, except this time we had to file for
Chapter 1 1 ,” said Bolks, a business adminis-
tration major while at Hope, who holds his
M.B.A. from The University of Michigan.
“It was a matter of working with 23
extremely diverse creditor committees
because there were a number of different
people who had different creditor interests in
Wickes. And it came down to negotiating
settlements, liquidating a number of unprofit-
able divisions, and recapitalizing and regrow-
ing the keepers to get Wickes on its feet
again.”
Like Republic, Wickes is also diversified
with holdings in lumber, building supplies,
furniture, drug stores and other retailing
businesses. So because of its retailing nature,
Wickes struck up a new advertising campaign
with C.E.O. Sigoloff going on the tube to
promote his products, a la Lee laccoca. It
was an approach that put profit back into the
books for the $4 billion company. However,
“it was arguably the most complicated
corporate reorganization ever,” said Execu-
tive Magazine.
Now that Wickes has emerged from
Chapter 1 1, it’s already starting to make
Continued on page 25
Chapter 11 is part of the 1978 Bankruptcy
Reform Act that deals with the reorganization of
a bankrupt company. Under bankruptcy laws,
such a company may be permitted by the court to
continue doing business for a time as long as it
pays off its current debt. The debtor remains in
possession of the company but it must emerge
from Chapter 1 1 , through reorganization, or cease
doing business.
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The tribulations of a campus cause
by Doug Holm ’86
hundred and seventeen wooden
V^crosses stood solemnly as the March
breeze blew through the Hope College Pine
Grove. Planted by about 40 Hope students
and faculty to protest the college’s investment
policy regarding companies operating in
South Africa, the crosses symbolized the
deaths of South African blacks in apartheid-
related violence since the Board of Trustees
met January 31.
The quiet protest had been organized by
the Anti-Apartheid Action Coalition
(A A AC), a new campus group with which I
had become deeply involved. We listened to
Bible passages and a eulogy delivered by
Rev. Sidney Ngobe, a student from Soweto,
South Africa who was studying at Western
Theological Seminary. In a moving cere-
mony, everyone planted crosses as several
students read newspaper reports of deaths in
South Africa.
Afterwards, junior Scott Carpenter, who
meeting for the student newspaper, the
anchor. As a history major, I was not only
familiar with South Africa’s history, but also
its current situation. I’m always trying to
keep in touch with world events. That’s
something I think is very important (and at
times difficult when the study-loads build)
for us students to do.
I also knew about the divestment/disinvest-
ment issue because it was my debate topic
in a communication class the previous
semester. And I was in favor of it; my feeling
at the time being that groups outside of South
Africa should stand up and use any influence
possible to force change in South Africa
before the violent situation there became
irreversible. I also felt Hope College should
take a concrete stand against the white
government’s racist apartheid institution.
And through divestment, I thought that could
be done.
But I was hesitant nonetheless. I didn’t
want to commit myself. I had never been
involved with an activist group like this.
What would it be like? Would we be arrested
in 1963. Now, I was doing something
similar, and that felt good.
I suppose you could say I didn’t know
what I was getting myself into; maybe none
of us did. We made a few mistakes, but on
the whole, our activities were successful —
especially the sit-in. Held on January 31 in
the DeWitt Center (while the Board of
Trustees met on campus), it lasted nine
hours, featured several speakers and attracted
about 175 people who sat for various lengths
of time. I was most impressed by the college
faculty. Not only did a few speak to inform
the group, but many joined in sitting.
But by far the most challenging part of our
activities was trying to influence the campus
— to inform the student body about apartheid
and divestment, and make it a relevant issue.
We had mixed results.
For both the January sit-in and the March
protest, the AAAC provided information tables
for students and faculty during the days just
prior to both events. We manned the tables,
making packets available containing basic
information about apartheid and divestment,
new information packets which Scott and I
had painstakenly put together lay unread. It
seemed as if the ball had stopped rolling now.
Very disappointed at what seemed outright
apathy, I had some horrible thoughts about
Hope students with their heads buried in the
sand. Sixties activist Abbie Hoffman’s
condemnation of us college students having
“designer brains” kept running through my
head. I got angry one night in Phelps
watching someone crush one of our “table
tents” publicizing the Pine Grove protest. I
thought about how our posters had been tom
down back in January, and how people were
mocking us noVv. And, among other things,
we were being accused of “coercing” people
to our points of view in the campus press.
I’d had enough.
Then came the Pine Grove protest and the
crosses were left standing for a day without
incident. It was then I realized what a
give-and-take situation we were in.
We had some effect. Many more people
were aware of the situation in South Africa
and the issue of divestment, and many had
had been vital in carrying out many of the
details of the protest, was hauling loudspeak-
ers back to a friend’s pick-up when he spotted
two students watching from a nearby
sidewalk.
“Save the Whales,” one said sarcastically
as Scott walked past.
That incident is indicative of the frustra-
tions the AAAC felt as it tried to raise campus
consciousness on the issue of divestment
from companies doing business in South
Africa. I found this both trying and reward-
ing.
At times I was enthused about what we
were doing, how we were making people
think twice about the issue. At other mo-
ments, however, I was disheartened by the
lack of a widespread response on campus,
how students seemed to laugh it off and not
deal with the issue. And more than once I
felt like giving up.
I kind of slipped into being involved with
the AAAC. During the second week of last
semester, senior Robert Hoke asked me to
come to a meeting where students were going
to plan a sit-in to protest the policy of
continued investment in companies operating
in South Africa. I hesitated. I wasn’t too sure
about all this. Would a sit-in actually occur
on the usually staid and conservative Hope
College campus?
I copped out and decided to cover the
at the sit-in?
The AAAC had sprung up a year earlier
when the issue of divestment had been first
raised. The Hope College Student Congress
had sent a letter asking the Board of Trustees
to demonstrate opposition to the South
African government’s racist institution of
apartheid. Meanwhile, the AAAC got 700
Hope students to sign petitions calling for
divestment. After that, however, the AAAC
lay dormant until that early January meeting.
handed out black arm bands for people to wear
in protest, and answered any questions.
I sat at the tables several times before both
events. In January, I was surprised to have
to explain to a student where South Africa
was located and what apartheid was. It kind
of shocked me, and I was at a loss for words
for a moment. “How can this person not
know what is going on?” I thought.
People were pretty responsive in January,
though. We handed out hundreds of informa-
I had always romantically looked at the social protests of
the 1960s, wondering what it was like to participate,
say, in the March on Washington in 1963.
Now, I was doing something similar, and that felt good.
The group of 1 5 people that emerged from
the meeting, however, transformed the
AAAC, and I found myself in the middle of
it. There was no sudden revelation which
inspired me to become active; a light bulb
did not flash over my head . I was just moved
by the “we-can-do something” atmosphere
present. Standing up for something in which
I believed, I was no longer a passive observer,
but rather an active participant. I had always
romantically looked at the social protests of
the 1960s, wondering what it was like to
participate, say, in the March on Washington
tion packets and some students would return
to the table having made a decision. We were
making a positive impact on campus, and the
number of students who participated in the
sit-in encouraged us. When people whom I
hadn’t expected to be interested came to the
sit-in, I was sure the ball was rolling.
The feedback I got the second time we
used the information tables was much
different, however. Fewer people seemed
interested. Students were “tired” of hearing
about it. I sat ignored at the table outside of
Phelps dining hall as people rushed past. The
responded favorably — in our eyes anyway .
But there is only so much you can do, I
discovered. You can’t reach every last person
— even at a small college like Hope. They
make the decision whether or not to listen
and be affected, whether or not to approach
our information table and admit they know
nothing about South Africa. You can’t do
too much about that — except keep trying.
Throughout the semester, I got the feeling
from some students that one person’s effort
won ’ t make a difference . What does a sit-in
do? How will planting crosses in the Pine
Grove change anything? How will Hope
College divesting a small amount change
anything in South Africa? Those are tough
questions, and many times I’m just as
doubtful as the others. But I think the late
Robert F. Kennedy touched upon that best
in 1966 in, fittingly enough, Capetown,
South Africa.
Let no one be discouraged, he said, by
believing there is nothing one person can do
about the world’s problems.
“Each time a man stands up for an ideal,
or acts to improve the lot of others, or strikes
out against injustice, he sends a tiny ripple
of hope, and crossing each other from a
million different centers of energy and
daring, those ripples build a current which
can sweep down the mightiest walls of
oppression and resistance." hA




by Eva D. Folkert
£ ^rTIhat movie wasn’t nearly as good as
i the book. I mean, they left out some
of the best parts and changed so many
episodes. You’re just going to have to read
the book. It was much better than the movie."
How many times havo we heard that
familiar discourse at the exit gate of neighbor-
hood theatres or the generic, cattle-herd
moviehouses in malls. For whenever a movie
is based on a book, the relative question of
whether a film can equal the printed volume
is always inevitable; the question of which
is the better medium is bound to be asked.
But the comparison between the paper
page and celluloid strip might not be a fair
one. A film does something very different
from a book. The 35-millimeter medium has
its limitations, especially with a character’s
inner feelings , and 99 percent of the book-to-
movie cases just cannot render an exact
equivalent. Not even a mass-produced
mini-series lasting until 1987 could do justice
to a 1 ,000-page “James-Michener-style”
novel.
What a book-reader looks forward to as a
moviegoer is the vivification of a book no
printed page could ever impart. That’s the
obvious reason for converting a good book
to a movie, said Stephen Hemenway,
professor of English. A movie merely vivifys
a book.
“But the question we should ask is not
whether the movie equals the book, but
whether the movie was fair to the book,”
noted Hemenway. “We should ask, did the
movie pick up on the book’s themes,
messages, and values?”
Since most people are left with a lasting
impression of a movie rather than a book,
and since more people have seen the movie
than read the book, it would only seem fair
to set the record right and let the viewer know
that the author wrote some things differently.
In most cases, whatever Hollywood wants,
Hollywood gets.
Two of the movie-season’s top money-
grossers, “The Color Purple” and “Out of
Africa,” were both based on books of the
same name. Purple the Movie was based on
the Pulitzer Prize-winning novel by Alice
Walker; Africa the Movie was adapted to the
screen from Out of Africa, by Karen Blixen
(the movie and book’s heroine) and other
biographical sources including Karen Bli-
xen’s letters to her brother, Thomas.
Yet while both movies achieved financial
success, both did not receive accolades from
the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and
Sciences. It’s probably common knowledge
by now that “The Color Purple” captured
nary a golden bronzed Oscar at the Academy
Awards’ evening of sequins and thank-yous,
putting it into a tie with “The Turning Point”
in 1977, also nominated 11 times, as the
biggest losers in the Awards’ 58-year history.
"Out of Africa," on the other hand, another
11 -time nominee, copped seven awards
including best picture and best director.
The books have also found new popularity
because of the success their based-on movies
have achieved. According to The Chronicle
of Higher Education, The Color Purple and
Out of Africa rank one and two as the most
popular books on college campuses today.
Both books also experienced a revival on
recent Best Seller lists.
But, putting reel-to-reel and publishing
kudos aside, did these movies do justice to
the books they were based on? Did they both
fall into that 99 percentile?
According to Hemenway and Neal
Sobania, Hope’s director of international
education, the answers are a semi-no and yes .
• • •
Purple the Book is written in an unconven-
tional epistolary form. Celie (the main
character) addressed most of her letters to
God in a story of the young black woman’s
struggle with tough predicaments, domineer-
ing men, and awareness of self-worth.
So, first of all, an immediate difficulty
arises from changing letters into dialogue and
characterization. There’s only so much
voice-over a viewer will pay attention to.
But director Steven Spielberg was
criticized for fabricating Purple the Movie
into a fairy tale right out of a Walt Disney-
style Cinderella and Ugly Duckling and
inserting comic relief whenever the film got
too somber. Most of all, many critics said.
Purple the Movie lacked any of the serious
political and social commentaries the book
made.
“However I thought “The Color Purple,”
the movie, did a decent job of conveying
Walker’s feeling of family, suffering, and
surviving,” said Hemenway, who taught
Black Literature last semester and is also an
avid moviegoer. “I’m satisfied with the way
the values and themes of the book were
brought out in the film. Alice Walker seemed
pretty pleased. I’ve not found any direct
criticism from her about the film.
“I still feel that even though the film is a
toned-down version of the book, it (the
movie) has reached far more people because
of the medium. I think that many white
people have been given a better appreciation
of the extended black family, especially
among the women.”
Still, glaring differences prevail.
Shug, the blues singer, is not the daughter
of a minister in Purple the Book. This added
storyline in Purple the Movie filled in the
drama Hollywood and Spielberg deemed
necessary for the film. The singing conflict
between the Sunday choir’s hymns and the
juke joint’s secular music is the sensational
making of a Hollywood plug-in, not the
making of Walker’s book.
And, toward the end of the movie, a
suddenly well-to-do Celie sits on a train,
leisurely saunters to the caboose and throws
chocolate coins to a frantically running child .
“It’s a scene that is not in the book and a
scene that is definitely not needed. It’s very
distracting because it shows no transition to
Celie’s wealth,” said Hemenway.
Through these and other made-up scenes,
it seemed Spielberg was beating the viewer
over the head with sentimental prodding,
critics insisted.
But, one of the most important differences
between the film and novel is the ending,
reconciling reunion between Celie and her
husband, Mister, a reunion that the book had,
but the movie did not. In Purple the Book,
Mister even helps in Celie’s Unisex Pants
Store by sewing, something the viewer
would never have seen him lower himself to
in Purple the Movie.
For “The Color Purple," whatever Hol-
lywood wanted, Hollywood inserted.
• • •
Don’t expect the love story of Karen
Blixen and Denys Finch Hatton which was
portrayed by Meryl Streep and Robert
Redford in Africa the Movie, to be in Africa
the Book. It’s not there.
“The book does not dwell on, nor relate,
nor in anyway highlight the relationship
between Denys Finch Hatton and Karen
Blixen (the movie’s main characters),” said
Sobania who lived in Karen, Kenya. Karen
is a suburb of Nairobi named for Karen
Blixen located where her farm was estab-
lished. Sobania was also attached to the
British Institute of Eastern Africa while in
Kenya. Part of the Institute is the old
McMillan estate, the governor and good
friend during Blixen’s stay.
“The opening line of the book and the
movie is T had a farm in Africa.’ That sets
the tone for the book but not the movie. It
would have been better if the movie opened,
T met a man in Africa.’”
Africa the Book dwells on the African
people instead and tells of Blixen’s experi-
ences as a single woman trying to manage a
coffee plantation in the 1920s, a colonial
period in eastern Africa. The book sketches
personal details about the Africans’ lives and
personalities, much more than it talks about
any European. Much, much more. In fact,
Hatton is only mentioned sparingly in the
book — not until half way through the book ,
in fact — and from the language Blixen used
about him , it would be easy to conclude their
relationship was nothing more than platonic.
The real love story of Africa the Book was
Blixen’s endearment of the African land and
people. While she has been accused of being
a racist and her books repugnant by today’s
Kenyans, she was considered pro-African by
the European colonists of her day for her
opposition of labor laws.
Blixen had a great understanding of the
Continued on page 24
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alumni beat
by Tom Renner ’67
Director of College Relations
In past issues of news from Hope College,
this space has been filled with the jottings of
Vem Schipper ’51 who has served as your
Alumni Director with distinction.
His work since 1972 has resulted in a
strengthened alumni program. His tireless
work has laid a solid foundation for the
future.
Over the past year, while our staff criss-
crossed the nation on behalf of The Campaign
for Hope College, it became apparent that
the college needs to be more visible outside
western Michigan. We intend to respond to
this need beginning July 1 when our staff
will become more involved in a regionalized
approach to development and college rela-
tions. Vem has been asked to become a
member of this new organization.
David Van Dyke '84 Vern Schipper ’51
Our new alumni director is David Van
Dyke of the Class of 1 984 . Dave joined the
Hope staff last summer to work on The
Campaign for Hope. Since then he has
worked with many of you in organizing
regional events for the Campaign. This fall,
in addition to his new duties, he will be
coordinating the all-alumni appeal for the
Campaign.
Hope College is at an important juncture
in her history. Your support of your alma
mater is recognized as among the best of any
college in the nation. We are confident that
this change in staff responsibilities will result
in our being able to serve you better.
• • •
Recently, a group of current Hope College
students have reorganized and reactivated the
Centurian fraternity, Alpha Theta Xi, which
has been dormant since 1981. The new
Centurians, who are mainly from the class
of ’88 and ’89, received permission from the
Inter-Fratemity Council in April to begin
making plans for active participation in the
Hope community as a full-fledged Greek
society, beginning with the fall of 1986.
The Centurian fraternity was established
in 1966 but due to declining membership,
the Cents last active year was 198 1 , at which
time they were a co-ed organization. The new
Centurians, however, will keep their status
as an all-male fraternity and hope to gain
support from the college community and
interest from incoming students, while
gaining a respectable standing among
existing Greek organizations. The emphasis
of the fraternity’s activity will be on service
projects throughout Hope and Holland. At
the 1 986 Homecoming, the current members
will join in the celebration of the 20th
anniversary of the first Centurian graduating
class.
Any interested alumni may contact either
Greg Keith ’88, 616-375-9339, or Chuck
Alex ’88, 616-396-2144 regarding informa-
tion on homecoming activities or to express
support for the new Centurian fraternity.
• • •
The Arcadian Fraternity is planning a 40th
anniversary celebration during Homecoming
weekend, Oct. 10-12. A mailing will be sent
to members later this summer, according to
Gerard Van Heest ’49.
Do I want to go to
college? What is it
really like? Can
I make the grade?




Explore the possibilities of a college
education through classroom experiences,
extra-curricular activities, and free time.
You will live in college housing on a college
schedule and learn from college
professors. Gaining a greater knowledge
of yourself and your abilities, you will be
better prepared to make a decision about
college in the future.
Explorientation '86, for high school
students who have completed their
sophomore or junior year, begins Sunday
evening, July 27 and continues through
Saturday, August 2.
Morning classes are offered in various
academic areas, career planning, campus
life, and college admissions. Free time
allows for trips to Lake Michigan, theatre
productions, Christian Fellowship, and use
of Hope’s physical education center.
COST: Tuition, board, room for the
w^ek $135.
TRAVEL: Special arrangements being
planned.
SEND THIS COUPON FOR COMPLETE
INFORMATION
Please send me details about Explorientation '86
NAME _ _ _
ADDRESS  _ _ _
CITY _ STATE _ ZIP _
I will graduate from
PHONE NO __ high school in 1987( ) 1988( )
SEND TO JOHN HENSLER, ADMISSIONS, Hope College, Holland, Mich., 49423
class notes
News and information for class notes, marriages, births
and deaths are compiled for news from Hope College
by Eva D. Folkcrt of the Office of College Relations.
The deadline for the next issue is July 21 .
20’s
Ralph Meima ’24 and his wife Grace celebrated their
60th wedding anniversary in 1 985 . Among the 50 people
in attendance at the celebration was their first great-
grandchild.
Theodore Eggebaggers ’26 is the chairperson of the
local Commission on Aging in Colchester, Conn. He is
also the vice-chairperson of the Colchester Housing
Authorirty and a member of the advisory council of the
Connecticut Area Agency on Aging. Theodore still
provides pulpit supply for area churches and talks about
his 35 years as a missionary in India.
Elliot Weier ’26 is a professor-emeritus of cytology at
the University of California in Davis. He still teaches
part-time.
Alonzo Wierenga ’26 recently completed a book on the
history of Hope Reformed Church in South Haven,
Mich.
John Mulder ’28 and his wife Nella DeHaan ’33 will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary in June.
Dirk Mouw ’29 is the recipient of the West Central
(Mich.) Hospital Council’s Distinguished Service in
Health Care Award. The award was given for his
outstanding record of personal dedication to his patients,
community, and profession.
Charles ’29 and Henrietta Oudemool ’29 Rodstrom
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on Nov. 26,
1985.
30’s
Elizabeth Smith ’31 Becker was a member of the Hope
College Presidents' Home restoration committee.
Mildred Schuppert ’31 recently celebrated 35 years as
the organist at Western Theological Seminary.
James Nettinga ’34 is a senior pastor to all the retirees ,
ministers, widows, widowers, and missionaries of the
Reformed Church in America in the California and
Arizona area.
James DeWeerd ’36 is the Anson L. Clark professor-
emeritus of urology and a urology consultant at the Mayo
Medical School in Rochester, Minn.
George Douma ’36 is a visiting pastor during the winter
at Moorings Presbyterian Church in Naples, Fla.
Lois VanderMeulen ’36 Ellert is a member of the U.S.
Masters Swimming Association and competes in
regional and national meets. In July, she plans to attend
the international meet in Tokyo, Japan.
William Gaston ’36 has retired from the ministry after
46 years of service.
Vera Damstra ’36 Hayden is a tutor at the Trinity River
Mission in Dallas, Tx.
Dorothy Kleis ’36 Hume is a secretary for Edward
Helbing, M.D. in Holland.
Sander Kleis '36 is a professor-emeritus of philosophy
at Anderson (Ind.) College.
Gilbert Plasman ’36 retired in July 1 985 after 45 years
in dentistry.
Alice Engelsman ’36 Redeker is the sales office
manager for Century 21 in Ho-Ho-Kus, N.J.
Lester VanTanenhove ’36 is the president of the
National Foundation of Wheelchair Tennis.
William Welmers ’36 is a professor-emeritus of Old
Testament at the University of California — Los Angeles.
Willard Westveer ’36 is the president of the Scientists'
Society of Southwest Florida.
Lester Wolterink ’36 is a professor-emeritus of
physiology for Michigan State University.
Correction: Richard '37 and Beatrice Boot ’37 Smith
have retired after 45 years of mission service and live
in Duarte, Calif.
Andrew Nyboer ’39 has contributed an endowed
scholarship in the name of his father, John, to the
college. The unique scholarship is intended for any
worthy student but, since his father was a long-time
member of the Hope custodial staff, the student will
participate in a custodial work program as part of the
scholarship.
40’s
Dean Dykstra ’40 retired from First Church of
Schenectady, N.Y. in May after 43 years in the ministry.
Dean is presently the minister of Chapel-by-the-Sea, a
seasonal interdenominational church in Captiva, Fla.
Eloise Boynton ’41 Bosch was conferred a Doctor of
Humane Letters honorary degree from Hope at this
year’s commencement. Her husband Donald was also
presented with an honorary degree. Eloise and Donald
Tell us all
Class Notes: We will print your first and
last name only for the sake of consistency
in our publication . If you are a married
female alumna, please tell us your
maiden name. If you go by a different
name, such as a middle name or
nickname, we will print it instead of
your first name if you like.
We cannot print information about your
spouse if he or she is not a Hope grad.
We only have room to print information
regarding alumni.
Marriages: We cannot publish a
marriage announcement until after the
wedding has taken place. Please write
us after you are married.
Tell us your name, class year, your
spouse’s name, whether your spouse is
a Hope grad, the date of your marriage,
city and state. Please try to notify us
within one year of your marriage.
Births: Please notify us within a year of
your child’s birth. We don’t have
enough room to list your children over
a year old.
Tell us your name, class year, your
spouse’s name, whether your spouse is
a Hope grad, your child’s name, birth-
date, city and state.
Advanced Degrees: Tell us your name,
class year, the name of your degree,
name of the university, month and year.
We like to publish them within one year
after your graduation.
Deaths: Any information you have will
be appreciated.
Sympathy To: Information about the
death of a loved one in your immediate
family will be published upon your
request.
have co-authored a book entitled Seashells of Oman,
and they are now working on a companion volume to
Seashells.
Edwin Carlin ’41 is a senior partner and chief executive
officer of Baldwin & Cornelius Co. in Freeport, N.Y.
Francis Claerbout ’41 is the owner of Fritz Claerbout
Building Contractors of Connerville, Ind.
Jerome Dejong '41 is a winter associate pastor at Lake
Worth (Fla.) Christian Reformed Church.
Kathryn Douma ’41 DePue teaches Latin at Grand
Ledge (Mich.) High School.
Thelma VanDyke ’41 Dinkeloo is the owner of Artist
Pianos Inc. in New York, N.Y.
Ellsworth Dykstra ’41 is a minister-emeritus of The
Christian Reformed Church.
Robert Dykstra ’41 is chairman of the board of Light
Metals Inc. in Wyoming, Mich.
Ruth Dame '41 Hage is the board secretary forHage’s
Inc. of Muskegon, Mich.
Harold Hakken '41 has retired as secretary of
stewardship development and director of chaplaincy
services for The Reformed Church of America.
James Riekse ’41 is the president of West Michigan
Obstetrics and Gynecology P.C. of Grand Rapids. James
is also the chief of staff at Butterworth Hospital.
Chester Toren ’41 recently retired as the assistant vice
president after 38 years with Zurich Insurance Co. of
Schamburg, 111:
Berend VanderWoude '41 is the supervisor of Lao
Community Reformed Church of Eagan, Minn.
Nelvie Vanderbilt ’41 VanderWoude teaches English
as a second language to the Laotian, Vietnamese, and
Cambodian refugees in Eagan, Minn.
Robert VanDyk ’41 has retired as a colonel from the
U.S. Army Dental Corps.
Bertha Vis ’41 VanWyk retired last year from the Meiji
Gakuin University in Tokyo where she taught English
for 32 years.
Gordon VanWyk ’41 retired last year from RCA
mission work in Japan. He also taught American history
at Meiji Gakuin University for 32 years.
Phillip Waalkes ’41 is a professor of oncology at The






Johns Hopkins University Medical School in Baltimore,
Md.
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Contribute before June 30, 1986.
Reformed Church in Holland.
James Baar ’42 retired from the ministry in April.
Max Boersma '46 is the treasurer of Transnational
Motors Inc. of Grand Rapids, Mich.
Wilbur Brandli ’46 is the pastor-emeritus of First
Presbyterian Church in White Pigeon, Mich.
Carol Kile ’46 Comeau recently retired as the principal
library clerk at the Ramapo Catskill (N.Y.) library
system.
Paul Fried '46 is a board member of the Holland
Historical Society and is a member of the American
Historical Association.
John Geary ’46 retired as the district sales manager of
Wyeth Laboratories in Philadelphia, Pa.
Agnes Finlaw '46 Green is the adult foster care
licensing supervisor in northern Muskegon for the Mich.
Dept, of Social Services.
Janet Huizenga ’46 is a social work supervisor for
Ramsey County (Minn.) Community Human Services
Dept.
Miriam Siebert ’46 Krum is a part-time secretary for
an insurance company.
Elsie Parson ’46 Lamb is a tutor at the Michigan Dunes
Correctional Facility in Saugatuck, Mich. Elsie recently
traveled to the Soviet Union and China with the
Reformed Church in America.
Lawrence Lamb ’46 is the president of Lamb, Inc. of
Saugatuck, Mich.
Gerrit Levey ’46 is a professor of chemistry and
chairperson of the department at Berea (Ky.) College.
Laverne Huyser ’46 Lievense is a public health nurse
for the Ottawa County Health Dept, in Holland.
Louise Edwards '46 Lowande is a school secretary for
the Franklin Township Board of Education in Somerset,
N.J.
Helga Sawitzky ’46 Lucius is a missionary to American
Indians for the Reformed Church in America in Phoeniz,
Ariz.
Helen Goff ’46 Marcussen is an associate pastor for
First United Methodist Church of Slidell, La.
Shirley Otteman ’46 Outhouse is a secondary English
teacher at Union Springs (N.Y.) Central School.
Dale Stoppels ’46 is a judge of probate for Kent County
in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Dale VanLente ’46 is the president of Grand Rapids-
Holland Insurance Agency Inc.
Peter VanLierop ’46 is the chaplain at Sheboygan
(Wise.) Memorial Hospital.
Neil VanZyl ’46 is the owner of Neil VanZyl, Inc.
General Contractors in Pacific City, Ore.
Commencement day
Continued from page 3
Your Shoes Off,” using Joshua 5: 10- 15
as his text (“Then Joshua fell facedown
to the ground in reverence, and asked
him, ‘What message does my Lord have
for his servant?’ The commander of the
Lord’s army replied, ‘Take off your
sandals, for the place where you are
standing is holy . ’ And Joshua did so . ”)
Comparing the seniors’ college years
to the journey of the Israelites, Kuyten
noted both groups were, and are, ready
to enter the Promised Land, conquer the
new land given to them, yet while
remembering the hardships and Red-Sea
miracles behind them.
“As the Jews came out of the desert,
they were no longer a desert people.
Now they were to become carpenters,
tradesmen, mothers, fathers, teachers,
doctors. As they faced the future, the
manna from heaven stopped .... But
God says in Hebrews T will never leave
you nor foresake you.’ But how can you
be sure?”
In pursuing a humble life lived for
Jesus Christ, a person can be sure of
God’s presence, Kuyten said.
“When Jesus Christ rose on the third
day, all the world became his property
and holy land. The place on which you
stand is holy. I stand first of all for Jesus
Christ, therefore I take off my shoes
. . . .1 pray that your reply will be ‘Yes,
1 will remember. 1 will take off my shoes
and confess that where I am standing
belongs, not to Japan, not to Europe, but
to Jesus Christ. And making him Lord
will make you a successful person."
Elaine Bielefeld ’46 Walchenbach is a consultant for
the Michigan Synod Reformed Church Women and is
on the Words of Hope Inc. board.
Ted Wisner ’46 is the chief U .S. probation officer for
the U.S. Courts in Grand Rapids, Mich.
50’s
Marion Slinn 'SO Click teaches fifth grade in the
Springfield (Oh.) school system and is an organist for
St. Teresa's Roman Catholic Church.
Manford McGee ’50 became the first American to be
honored by the University of Bristol, England. He was
invited to deliver the Watson-Williams Memorial
Lecture there.
Robert VanEenanaam ’50 spent five days in Chiapas,
Mexico in February teaching Tzotzil paramedics some
basic dental procedures. Bob is a dentist in Kalamazoo,
Mich.
Alfred Arwe ’51 is a partner of Oneco Chiropractic
Office in Bradenton, Fla.
Albert Boers ’51 is the director of financial development
for Love, Inc. in Holland. He also retired this year from
Traveler’s Insurance Co. after 33 years.
Jack Boeskool ’51 is a teacher for the Coopersville
(Mich.) public schools.
Maurice Boon ’51 is a teacher in the Grand Haven
(Mich.) public schools.
Dolores Freyling ’51 Campbell is a consultant for
Doncaster Inc. for Rutherfordton, N.C.
Gene Campbell ’51 isapartnerinMifaxCo. of Holland.
Hugh Campbell ’51 is adoctorof optometry in Portage,
Mich.
Alice Gravenhorst ’51 Cook is a secretary for Albion
(Mich.) College.
Kenneth Decker ’51 is the vice president of Ad-Soil
Inc. in Chebanse, 111.
Kenneth DeWitt ’51 is the owner of DeWitt Construc-
tion in Grand Haven, Mich.
Norman DeWolfe ’51 is a training specialist for Lee
Memorial Hospital in Fort Myers, Fla.
Wayne Fieldhouse ’51 represented Hope College at the
inauguration of the new president of Earlham College.
Genevieve Seeley ’51 Folkert is the secretary to the
vice president of finance at Addison (Mich.) Products.
Jarold Groters ’51 is a guidance counselor for Zeeland
(Mich.) High School.
Ernest Haight ’51 is a senior staff engineer for Martin
Marietta Corp. in Orlando, Fla.
James Hakken ’51 is a professor of history for Jackson
(Mich.) Community College.
Robert Hartley ’51 is the marketing manager for ITT,
Federal Electric Corp. of Paramus, N.J.
Donald Hazekamp ’51 is an associate professor of
mathematics at Central Michigan University.
Alicia VanZoeren ’51 Hermance is a music specialist
for the Schenectady (N.Y.) city schools.
William Hinga ’51 is the vice president of student
affairs at Central College in Pella, Iowa.
Lynne VanWeelden ’51 Ihrman is a president of the
Advisory and Resource Center, serving people with
disabilities in Holland.
Robert Japinga ’51 retired as distribution manager of
International Minerals and Chemicals Corp. and lives
in Lakeland, Fla.
Lois England ’51 Jellema is the editor of university
publications for the University of Connecticut.
David Karsten ’5 1 is a professor of theatre at Western
Michigan University.
Phyliss Huenink ’51 Kaylor is a teacher at Ray Kroc
Middle School in San Diego, Calif.
Margaret Schoonveld ’51 Kraay is a teacher for the
Hudsonville (Mich.) public schools.
Constance Shilling ’51 Kruse is the director of the
Greenwood School Learning Center and Computer
Program of South Ho I and, 111. _
Jan Lankenau ’51 is a home-economics teacher for
Marion (Ind.) High School.
Nancylee Corp ’51 Marema is a clerk for the Berea
(Ky.) College bookstore and is the choir director and
organist for the Berea Baptist Church.
Kamala Korteling ’51 Martin is a reading consultant
for the Saline (Mich.) school system.
Jeannine Deboer ’51 Milne is a teacher for Rochester
(N.Y.) Christian School.
Howard Newton ’51 is the senior minister for Mary
Taylor Memorial United Methodist Church in Milford,
Conn.
Eleanore Short ’51 Norden is an English teacher for
the Ferris Girls’ High School in Yokohama, Japan.
Ellen Lidston ’51 Rieck is the chairperson of the
department of social studies at Holland High School.
Joyce Post ’51 Schipper is a teacher for Pella (Iowa)
community schools.
Maralyn Ferris ’51 Slikkers is an elementary teacher
for Holland public schools.
Robert Stoppels ’51 is the president of Robert Stoppels
Insurance Agency Inc. in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Barbara VanNeuren ’51 Taylor is a fourth grade
teacher for Zeeland (Mich.) public schools.
Arlene Shoemaker ’51 Timmerman is a teacher for
the Hudsonville ( Mich.) public schools.
Robert VanDyke ’51 is a managing partner with
Farmers Supply Co. in Escanaba, Mich.
Eloise Hinkarap ’51 VanHeest is an administrative
associate for Hope Church of Holland.
Donald Vanlngen ’51 is an assistant for administrative
services for the Northville (Mich.) public schools.
William van’t Hof ’51 is a managing partner for
Vamum, Riddering, Schmidt, and Hewlett in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Robert Visscher ’51 is the president of Grand Valley
Gynecologists, P.C. in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Dorthy Fennema ’51 Voss is the executive director of
the Zeeland (Mich.) Chamber of Commerce.
Charles Votaw ’51 is the executive associate dean of
East Tennessee State University in Johnson City.
Elmer Vruggink ’51 is the dean for the McBain School
of Business of Davenport College in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Joan Phillips ’51 Walker is a staff registered nurse at
Morristown (N.J.) Memorial Hospital.
Suzellen Roest ’51 Webb is in investment and financial
counseling for A.L. Williams Co. in Champaign, 111.
Eleanor Robinson ’5 1 Zoellner is a librarian for Pima
Elementary School in Scottsdale, Ariz.
Donald Piersma ’53 was honored at the state convention
of the Michigan Interscholastic Athletic Administrators
Association for 10 years of service as the athletic director
for Holland public schools.
Jack Boerigter ’54 is the senior project director in
fundraising- development for Jackson and Associates in
Evergreen, Colo.
Robert Prins ’54 has been named the 25th president of
Iowa Wesleyan College in Mt. Pleasant.
James Van Hoeven ’54 published his first issue of
Perspectives: A Journal of Reformed Thought as editor
in January. James is also the pastor of First Church in
Albany, N.Y.
John Adams ’56 is the senior minister at Christ Church
United in Lowell, Mass.
Nancy Gaikema ’56 Bedingfield is a substitute teacher
for the Eastchester (N.Y.) public schools.
Robert Bedingfield ’56 is the senior minister for the
Reformed Church of Bronxville, N.Y.
Arthur Bieri ’56 is a teacher for Lowell (Mich.) area
schools.
Theodore Bosch ’56 is a production control scheduler
and planner for Donnelly Corp. of Holland.
Arie Brouwer ’56 was featured in an interview in the
Feb. 7 issue of Christianity Today. The interview, titled
“Can Conservatives Find a Home in the National
Council of Churches," deals primarily with Arie's views
on theology and social issues.
Sally Dejonge '56 Byxbe is the business manager for
Child and Family Services in Holland, Mich.
Thomas Carey ’56 is the director of counseling at
Holland High School.
Edwin Coon ’56 is the minister at the First Presbyterian
Church in Everett, Wash.
Chris Denny ’56 Connaire is the director at Connaire
and Co. of Cambridge, Mass.
Alyce DePree ’56 is a lecturer at the University of
Michigan and the English department chairperson of
Greenhills School in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Jack DePree ’56 is the director of the Marcum
Conference Center at Miami (Oh.) University.
Robert DeYoung ’56 is the senior manufacturing
geometric specialist for General Electric in Cincinnati,
Oh.
Mary Jane Adams ’56 Dykema is the president of the
Grand Haven Board of Education and a member of the
board of trustees for the North Ottawa Community
Hospital.
Eugene Erb ’56 is the program managerat Verac, Inc.
in Albuquerque, N.M.
Carl Failor ’56 is the president of Lincoln Financial
Group of Michigan in Grand Rapids.
Mari Howard ’56 Gnade is a teacher of special
education for the Board of Cooperative Educational
Services of N.Y..
Barbara Grasman ’56 Grootenhuis is a teacher of the
gifted in the Danville (111.) school system.
Judith Kingma ’56 Hazelton teaches English at Rogers
High School in Wyoming, Mich.
Vernon Hoffman '56 is the senior minister for Hope
Reformed Church in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Dean Hogeboom ’56 teaches math at Oak Park (111.)
and River Forest High School.
Sally Sieber ’56 Honkanen is a charge nurse at
Georgian East Extended Care in Grosse Pointe Woods,
Mich.
Marcia Pasma ’56 Huls is a third grade teacher for
Light & Life Christian School in Escondido, Calif.
Janice Polhemus ’56 Jessup is an associate broker for
Mount Vernon Realty in Reston, Va.
Virgina Hartsema ’56 Kraus is an elementary school
teacher for Westfield (N.J.) public schools.
James Kremer ’56 is a elementary school teacher for
Grand Haven (Mich.) public schools.
Gerald Kruyf '56 is the audio/visual producer for
Steelcase Inc. of Grand Rapids, Mich.
Gordon Laman ’56 is a professor of practical theology
and director of field education at Tokyo (Japan) Union
Theological Seminary.
Milton Lubbers ’56 is the owner and president of Pella
Intermountain in West Jordon, Ut.
Gerard Marsh ’56 is an auditor for the State of
Michigan Dept, of Commerce, Financial Institutions
Bureau.
Thomas McCall '56 is the president of McCalls and
Associates.
Florence Parker ’56 McGeoch is an instructor at
Hocking Tech. College in Nelsonville, Ohio.
Jack Moermond ’56 is a senior patent counselor for
Dow Coming Corp. in Midland, Mich.
James Neevel '56 is the senior pastor for New
Hackensack Reformed Church of Wappingers Falls,
N.Y. He is also a member of the Hope College Board
of Trustees and vice president of the RCA General
Synod.
Barbara Jeffrey '56 Neevel is a teacher aide for the
Wappingers (N.Y.) school system.
Eileen Mugg '56 Nordstrom is a teacher for the
Hamilton (Mich.) public schools.
Richard Ortquist '56 is a professor of history and
chairperson of the department at Wittenberg University
of Springfield, Ohio. He has also been presented with
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the Distinguished Service Award by the Ohio Academy
of History.
Nancy Lubben '56 Plantenga is a kindergarten teacher
for the Spring Lake (Mich.) public schools.
Robert Pluister ’56 is the president and owner of
Custom Countertops of Boyne, Mich.
Evon Dalman ’56 Pluister is a paraprofessional tutor
for the Boyne City (Mich.) Elementary School.
Jerrald Redeker ’56 is the chairman of the board,
president, and C.E.O. for Old Kent Bank of Holland,
Mich.
Suzie VanSlageren ’56 Ross is a teacher for Clover
Park High School in Tacoma, Wash.
Glenncye Kleis ’56 Russcher is teaching remedial
reading at Western Michigan University in Kalamazoo.
Linda Vogel '56 Ryon is a registered nurse and nursing
educator for Phoenix (Ariz.) General Hospital.
Nell Salm ’56 is a medical social worker for the Chelsea
(Mass.) Health Center.
Irma Derks ’56 Shull is the secretary for employee
relations at the Portage (Mich.) public schools.
Marilyn Westrate ’56 Skold is co-owner of The Sport
Shop in Beulah, Mich.
John Spaulding ’56 is the minister at Jefferson (La.)
Presbyterian Church.
Francis Riggs ’56 Spencer is a special education
teacher at Brighton (N.Y.) central schools.
Elaine Vruggink ’56 Spieldenner is the secretary to
the media services director of the Portage (Mich.) public
schools.
Charmaine VanderMyde ’56 Stegenga is an English
teacher at Holland High School.
Henry Stegenga ’56 is a minister at Peace Reformed
Church in Zeeland, Mich.
Richard TenHaken ’56 is the chief executive officer
for the Board of Cooperative Educational Services of
N.Y.
Thomas TenHoeven ’56 is the president of Oakton
Community College in Des Plaines, 111.
Marcia Veldman ’56 Thompson has been singing with
the Ann Arbor Cantata Singers for 24 years and is a
member of the board of directors for Friends of the
University of Michigan Hospitals.
Warren VandenBosch ’56 is a teacher for the
Plymouth-Canton (Mich.) school district.
Agnes Debeer ’56 VanderAarde has been working in
India with her medical missionary husband, Stanley ’53,
since 1961.
Karl VanderLaan ’56 is the owner and president of
V . S . S . & Associates , a computer software company in
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Lyle VanderWerff ’56 delivered the 15th annual Baker
Mission Lectures at the Reformed Bible College in
Grand Rapids, Mich. Lyle is a professor of religion at
Northwestern College in Orange City, Iowa.
Marianne Wierks ’56 Van Eenenaam is a staff writer
for the Muskegon (Mich.) Chronicle.
Meryl Gowens ’56 VanFarowe is a math teacher for
Johnston (Iowa) Community High School.
Marie Hoekman ’56 VanGilder is a teacher for Sierra
Christian School in Sparks, Nev.
Mary Burggraaff ’56 VanderKooy is a secretary-re-
ceptionist for Glass Enterprise of Holland.
Julia Herrick ’56 White was the 1986 winner of the
State Street Press competition. Her poetry book, Friends
from the Other Side, will be published this year.
Henry Young ’56 is a systems analyst for International
Minerals in Mundelein, 111.
Marlin VanderWilt '57 is the vice-moderator for the
General Programs Council for the Reformed Church in,
America.
Roger Borr ’58 was honored at the state convention of
the Michigan Interscholastic Athletic Administrators
Association for 1 5 years of service as the athletic director
for West Ottawa public schools.
Ray DeDocs ’58 is the vice-moderator for the church
planning and development division of the General
Programs Council for the Reformed Church in America.
John Padgett '58 was installed as pastor of congrega-
tional care and discipleship at Fair Haven Reformed
Church in Jenison, Mich.
Richard VanderAarde ’58 was the president of Great
Toll Ministerial Association during 1984-85. He
presently is the chairperson of the Board of Directors
Teach me
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hopes attendance will continue growing.
As Agheana sees it, Hope’s involve-
ment in teaching foreign languages in
the community is just beginning to grow
too. Future plans include expanding
instruction to junior and senior high
school levels. The idea of a summer
language camp has been tossed about
too.
“And there is also a possibility of
offering language classes to the corpo-
of Cascade County's Chapter of the American Red Cross
in Great Falls, Mont.
Janet Baird ’58 Weisinger is the moderator for the
world mission division of the General Programs Council
of the Reformed Church in America.
Vern Zuverink ’58 was honored at the state convention
of the Michigan Interscholastic Administrators Associa-
tion for 15 years of service as the athletic director for
the Grand Haven public schools.
Peter Dejong ’59 was named to the Heins-Johnson
Endowed Chair of Biology at Coe College in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
Paul Northuis ’59 has been named the director of
operations for the Forest Hills (Mich.) school system.
Mar Les Exo ’59 Williams has retired from the Traverse
City public schools.
60’s
Douglas Neckers ’60 was named Faculty Member of
the Year by Bowling Green State University’s chapter
of Omicron Delta Kappa national leadership honor
society. Doug teaches chemistry at BGSU.
Marjorie Wood ’60 Parliment coaches track at
Clarkstown Junior High in New City, N.Y.
Thomas Aardema ’61 is an advisory industry specialist
for IBM in Kalamazoo, Mich.
James Betke ’61 is a senior partner of McDermott,
Will, & Emery in Chicago, III.
Ron Beyer ’61 is the senior pastor of Third Reformed
Church in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Katherine Reynolds ’61 Bitner is in a doctoral program
of American studies at Emory University in Atlanta, Ga.
Sandra Ekster ’61 Bixel is the director of patient care
at the South Haven (Mich.) Area Hospice.
George Boerigter ’61 is the vice president of sales and
marketing for Eggers Industries in Two Rivers, Wis.
James Bolthouse ’61 is the director of accounting for
the state of Michigan.
Sharon Crossman ’61 Bolthouse is the owner/director
of Sunshine House Child Development Center in
Lansing, Mich.
Wesley Bonzelaar ’61 is the principal for the Jenison
(Mich.) public schools.
John Bos ’61 is the associate director of Christ for the
World, Inc. in Orlando, Fla.
Thomas Bos ’61 is the president of Alvin D. Bos
Vending Co. in Holland.
Thomas Bos ’61 is the director of development, church,
and community relations at Western Theological
Seminary.
Evelyn Hollander ’61 Bosman is a counselor for
Tri-Cities Ministries Counseling Services in Grand
Haven, Mich.
Phyliss Prins ’61 Brown is a licensed practical nurse
for Holland Family Medicine.
Bonnie Beyers ’61 Bruins is a kindergraten teacher for
Paradise Valley (Ariz.) Christian School.
Cal Bruins ’61 is the principal of Arcadia High School
in Phoeniz, Ariz.
Allen Buurma '61 is the pastor of Hillsborough
Reformed Church in Millstone, N.J.
Joan Clayton ’61 is a teacher for the Philadelphia city
schools.
James Combs ’61 is an instructor for Colon (Mich.)
community schools.
James Cook ’61 is th chief pharmacist for Walgreen
Pharmacy in Bradenton, Fla.
Judith VanLeeuwen ’61 Cook is a seventh grade
teacher for S.S. Harlee Middle School in Bradenton, Fla.
Richard Cook ’61 is the director of epidemiology for
Dow Chemical in Midland, Mich.
Marilyn Rocks ’61 Cox is a teacher/consultant for the
learning disabled in the Muskegon (Mich.) public
schools.
Gale Damhof ’61 is a teacher and athletic director for
McBain (Mich.) High School.
Ruth VanderMeulen ’61 Davis is the director of ~
marketing and community relations for Mt. San Antonia
Gardens Congregational Homes in Pomona, Calif.
Norma DeBoer ’61 is a language arts teacher for the
Wyoming (Mich.) public schools.
Linda Gordon ’61 DenUyl is the executive secretary
for First United Methodist Church in Holland.
rate sector as well,” explains Agheana.
That’s a benefit that eastern and western
corporations have offered their employ-
ees for years, but where midwestem
companies are lacking.
Somehow, the image of men and
women in navy blue suits, huddled in a
comer of a musty gym playing hang-man
is a bit difficult to grasp but perhaps
worth it in the interest of international
relations.
But would their scores be higher? ̂
Phyliss Smith ’61 DenUyl is a teacher of the learning
disabled for the Port Huron (Mich.) school district.
Mary Ann Hoksbergen ’61 DeVries is a substitute
teacher for the Orange (Calif.) Unified school district.
Mark DeWitt ’61 is the pastor for Maplewood
Reformed Church in Holland.
Elizabeth Wichers ’61 DuMez is a senior staff associate
of adjudication for the National Association of Social
Workers in Silver Springs, Md.
Priscilla Estell ’61 is a volunteer librarian for Christ
Memorial Reformed Church in Holland.
Judith Eastman ’61 Faber is the youth and education
director at First United Methodist Church of Holland.
Gail Friesema ’61 Farnham is an elementary
supervisor for Northwestern Lehigh school district in
New Tripoli, Penn.
Peter Geitner ’61 is the executive director for Oswego
County Opportunites, Inc. in Fulton, N.Y.
Sharon Smith ’61 Hall is a directress for the Coun-
tryside Montessori School in Largo, Fla.
Bruce Hoffman ’61 is the senior pastor for Second
Reformed Church in Wyckoff, N.J.
Ruth Ausema ’61 Hofmeyer is a fifth grade teacher
for the Holland public schools.
Terry Hofmeyer ’61 is the Holland city manager.
Richard Jaarsma ’61 is a professor for William
Patterson College and owns and operates Young World
Day School in Mahwah.N.J.
Wayne Joosse ’61 is the pastor for Emmanuel Reformed
Church in Whitby, Ontario.
Nancy Plewes ’61 Kehoe is a planning consultant for
United Way of Kent County in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Mary Decker ’61 Klaaren is the minister of South
Congregational Church in Middleton, Conn.
Merlin Kleinhuizen ’61 is dentist in Willmar, Minn.
Sandra Kooistra ’61 is a financial planner for Financial
Planning Corp. in Aurora, Colo.
Fred Kruithof ’61 is the- senior minister for Hope
Reformed Church in South Haven, Mich.
Louise Marsilje ’61 Leestma is the executive vice
president of MTA Travel in Chicago, 111.
Joyce Tysen ’61 Magee is a Reformed Church
missionary in Japan.
Clark Matthews ’61 is a teacher for the Grandville
(Mich.) public schools.
Klaas Meyer ’61 is the director of quality assurance for
Heath/ZDS in St. Joseph, Mich.
Jack Millard ’61 is the pastor of Johnstown (N.Y.)
Reformed Church.
Sharon Neste ’61 is the director of curriculum for
Flossmoor (111.) school district.
Richard Oudersluys *61 is the executive vice president
of operation for Ferro B.V. in the Netherlands.
Marilyn Ferris ’61 Pickle is an elementary teacher for
Muskegon (Mich.) public schools.
Dan Ritsema ’61 is the director of instrumental music
for the Zeeland (Mich.) public schools. He has been the
band director for 16 years and the Zeeland Band was
rated No. 1 in division competition this year.
Calvin Rynbrandt ’61 is the minister for Community
Reformed Church in Holland.
Arlene Cizek ’61 Schoon is a first grade teacher for
F.H. Hammond Elementary School in Munster, Ind.
Constance Kregar ’61 Scott is the church choir director
for Grace United Methodist Church in Essex Junction,
Vt.
Jane Wezeman ’61 Smith is a secretary for Bruin
Graphics in Palos Heights, 111.
Robert Smoes ’61 is an assistant biology professor for
Towson (Md.) State University.
Ronald Snyder ’61 is the maternal and child health
coordinator for Bellingham- Whatcom (Wash.) Health
Dept.
Barbara Amos ’61 Stegink is a legal assistant forHann,
Persinger, & Farmer in Holland.
Carol Joelson ’61 Sytsma is a "sometime author” of




A magnificent, hand-woven rush seat arm chair for your living room, office
or den. Exquisitely decorated in gold on a rich black background, the chair




Priced at $295 f.o.b. East Brunswick,
N J„ your chair will be finished with
your name and class inscribed in
gold on the back. Freight charges
average about $35. in the continental
G.S. Special arrangements must be
made for shipment abroad.
Please make check payable to “Hitch-
cock College Chairs,” and allow ten
to twelve weeks for delivery.
Hitchcock College Chairs
P.O. Box 812
East Brunswick, NJ 08816
I enclose $ - , - for - Hope College chair(s) at $295 each, (h J. residents,
6% Sales Tax). I understand I will pay the shipping charge upon delivery, or remit $35
with an order.
I prefer to charge my chairs(s) to my _ Master Charge or ~ VISA
Account No -- Expiration Date -
Please inscribe the following name and class. (Please type or print.)
NAME _ CLASS -
Ship to —
Name - Phone 
Address 
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Richard Taubald ’61 is the director of the Center for
Continuing Education at Montclair State College in N. J .
Nancy Mulder ’61 Timmer is the sales coordinator for
Dynamic Personnel in Holland.
Mary Harmeling ’61 Toppen is an elementary teacher
for Holland public schools.
Adina Yonan ’61 VanBuren is a French teacher for
Avery Cooney School in Downers Grove, 111.
Wallace VanBuren ’61 works for VanBuren Construc-
tion in Westmont, III.
Eleanor Verburg ’61 VanDyke is the preschool
director for Smiling Place in Holland.
Betty Vicha ’61 VanWyk is the director of communi-
cations for Oak Park-River Forest (111.) school district.
John Vanden Burg ’61 is an account executive for
Prudential-Bachc in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Evonne Luttrell ’61 VanderHeuvel is an English
teacher and yearbook advisor for the Port Huron (Mich.)
school district. Barbara Vander Molen ’61 is a teacher
for the Magnolia school district in Anaheim, Cal.
Elmer Veldheer ’61 is a fifth grade teacher for
Grandville (Mich.) public schools.
Edward Veldhuizen ’61 is the senior pastor for First
Reformed Church in Pella, Iowa.
Carl Vermeulen ’61 is an associate biology professor
for the College of William and Mary in Virginia.
Mary Wiersma ’61 Vermeulen is the student services
coordinator for the JoDaviess-Carroll Area Vocational
Center in Elizabeth, 111.
Lorraine Murray ’61 Wagley is co-owner of Amper-
sand Antiques in Dayton, Ohio.
Margery Kempers ’61 Wiegerink is the president,
owner/broker of House Hunters Inc. in Chapel Hill, N.C.
Ronald Wiegerink ’61 is a professor of English at the
University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill.
David Wilkins ’61 is a professor of French at the
College of Wooster, Ohio.
Gretta Bouman ’61 Xander is a substitute teacher for
the International School in South Limburg, the
Netherlands.
Helene Bosch ’61 Zmyghuizen is working on her
master's degree in special reading at Western Michigan
University.
Marcia Meengs ’63 Bakker is the assistant county
attorney in Suffolk County, N.Y.
Gene Wabeke '63 was a tenor soloist in Handel’s "Judas
Maccabaeus” and Bach’s “St. Matthew’s Passion" with
the Texas Bach Choir. Gene also performed the role of
Paul in "Carnival" for the San Antonio Little Theatre.
Joan Loweke ’65 Campbell has received a Rockefeller
Grant for study in France this summer. Joan teaches
French and Spanish at Blacksburg (Va.) High School.
Suzanne Sather ’65 is an associate professor of speech
and theatre at Midland Lutheran College in Fremont,
Neb.
Arlene Anderson ’66 is an attomey/manager of claims
investigations and recovery for Blue Cross and Blue
Shield in Indianapolis, Ind.
Donald Ast ’66 is an advisory programmer for IBM
Corp., Federal System Division in Nassau Bay, Tx,
Danny Bao ’66 is a physician in Carmel, Ind.
William Barger ’66 is a pastor for First Presbyterian
Church in Harlan, Ky.
Julie Postmus ’66 Berens is a math and German teacher
for South Lyon (Mich.) High School.
James Bishop ’66 is an administrative accountant for
Bishop and Burk, C.P.A. in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Jane Jappinga ’66 Bolt is in the custom stain glass „
window business in Hartland. Wis.
John Buteyn ’66 was elected to the Board of Plano
Independent School District in Plano, Tx. with 56
percent of the votes in a three-way race. John is the $
senior pastor of the Reformed Church in Plano.
Charyle Yeager ’66 Chiles is a secretary for San Diego
(Calif.) Gas & Electric Co.
William Cook ’66 is the vice president and regional
loan manager for Central Trust Co. of Rochester, N.Y.
Martha Campbell ’66 Costos is a personnel manager
for Bemhard Associates in Dallas, Tx.
Carol Borst '66 Cousineau is an enrichment coordinator
for the Grand Haven (Mich.) and Fruitport public
schools.
Neil DeBoer ’66 is a partner with DeLong & Co.,
C.P.A. in Holland.
Dennis Dehm ’66 is the manager of program control
space shuttle projects for Allied/Bendix Aerospace
Guidance Systems Division in Teterboro, N.J.
Janice Dejong ’66 is a biologist for the U.S. Dept, of
Agriculture in Ames, Iowa.
Graham Duryee ’66 is the vice president of Timber
Brook Realty, Inc. of Holland.
Elmer Edman ’66 is an administrative manager for
Laventhol & Horwath in Chicago.
Patricia Elzerman '66 Eenigenburg is the director of
Christian youth education for Second Reformed Church
in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Ardyce Elmore ’66 is a mathematics teacher for
Ravena, Coeymans, Selkirk (N.Y.) school district.
Robert Engelsman ’66 is a marketing sales manager
for Allstate Insurance Co. in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Richard Feldman '66 is a professor of industrial
engineering at Texas A&M University.
Antarctic expedition
Continued from page 1 1
“But it’s a real effort to stay warm as
well as do the work. It’s very physically
demanding working in the wind and cold
while trying to carry around the rocks. We
were out eight hours a day or longer, and
we couldn ’ t just sit down to rest because it
was too cold . I ran two miles a day before
the trip, and without that daily exercise I
would have been in real trouble. Even with
it, the work was exhausting.”
In Antarctica, it seems everything is
doubled — double the food, double the
clothing, double the energy expended.
While waiting for the weather to clear
again before flying to Beardmore, coastal
sightseeing was added to the “tourists’”
agenda. Snow caves displayed the majesty
of gleaming stalagmites and stalactites
made of sparkling ice. Wildlife awareness
was presented by a few stray Emperor
penguins and cuddly Weddell seals who
had chewed their way through the ice to
give birth and gazed at their observers with
those black marble eyes that stare holes
through a sentimental heart.
“But it’s actually a little dangerous to
walk around the seals, not because they’ll
attack — they’re really quite tame — but
because the holes they’ve chewed open
might be concealed by snow and could
easily give way if they’re not frozen over.”
Finally at Beardmore Camp and their
field position, the dingy scenery of
McMurdo changed to inland crisp white
brightness, azure skies, and treeless miles
Carl Flowerday '66 is the director fo product develop-
ment for Prince Corp. of Holland.
Richard Games ’66 is a dentist in Winchester, Va.
Patricia Gabbey ’66 Gensel is an associate biology
professor at the University of North Carolina.
David Grissen ’66 is a European representative for The
Navigators evangelism group.
John Hahnfeld ’66 is the director of computer
operations and systems at Harvard University Graduate
School of Education.
Richard Hallock ’66 is the director of personnel
programs for IBM Europe in France.
Philip Harmelink ’66 is a professor of accounting at
the University of New Orleans.
Gretchen Heneveld ’66 is running a pre-school in
Truckee, Calif.
David Heusinkveld ’66 is a senior financial analyst for
Mobil Chemical Co. Films Division in Pittsford, N.Y.
Leslie Clark '66 Hirsch is a Suzuki violin instructor in
Aptos, Calif.
Mary Leetsma ’66 Houser is an English and music-
teacher for the Saddleback Valley school district in
Mission Viejo, Calif.
Anita Joeckel ’66 is a children’s librarian for the Pearl
River (N.Y.) Public Library.
Lynn Rundle ’66 Kallmann is a social worker for the
Valley View school district in Bolingbrook, 111.
John Knapp ’66 is a professor of psychology at Eastern
Michigan University.
Richard Koster ’66 is an associate minister for First
Presbyterian Church in Waynesboro, Va.
Thelma Leenhouts ’66 is the special assistant to the
assistant secretary of the U.S. Dept, of Education in
Washington, D.C.
Kathryn Janssen ’66 Leggatt is a teacher at Holland
High School.
Mark Lemmenes ’66 is the senior pastor of El Dorado
Park Community Church in Long Beach, Calif.
Sharon Dykstra ’66 Long is a third' grade elementary
teacher for the Leesville (La.) school district.
Margaret Diephuis ’66 Mackay is a math lab instructor
for Lake Michigan College in Benton Harbor, Mich.
Norman Madsen ’66 has authored a devotional book
entitled 5i. Paul: The Apostle and His Letters. Norman
is an associate professor religious studies at McKendree
College.
Don McClow ’66 is a public affairs specialist in media
relations for the U.S. Army Material Command in
Alexandria, Va.
Albert McGeehan ’66 is a teacher for the Holland
public schools.
Bruce Menning ’66 works for the Reformed Church in
America General Synod.
Martha Hallquist '66 Mollema is a teacher for the
Kalamazoo (Mich.) public schools.
as only glorious mountains cropped the
inland landscape.
Ninety-eight percent of the Antarctic
continent is covered by ice and snow, and
since digging to organic matter is impossi-
ble, Smoot and crew simply went to the
two percent where exposed rock laid. The
petrified peat was picked from hummocks,
exposed mounds of rock believed to be
from an ancient stream bed. By the end of
a day, the scientific team had broken up so
much fossil rock that their burlap bags
bulged to capacity and were nearly impos-
sible to carry.
Day in, day out, this went on for four
straight weeks. But end of the day exhaus-
tion was not always rewarded with rest.
Barbara Momeyer ’66 is a prpgram assistant for the
University of Washington in Seattle.
Ellen Borger ’66 Monsma is an assistant professor of
French at Calvin College.
Conrad Nienhuis ’66 is the associate director of
employee relations for Union Carbide Corp. in Danbury ,
Conn.
Bruce Oosterhouse ’66 is a teacher at Kenowa Hills
(Mich.) High School.
Robert Pangle ’66 is a chief assistant prosecutor for
Kalamazoo (Mich.) County.
Cheryl Richardson ’66 Patterson is the director of
volunteers for the Dept, of Children and Family Services
in Springfield, 111.
William Petz ’66 is the coordinator of orientation and
retention programs at the University of North Carolina —
Asheville.
William Potter ’66 is an area sales manager for
Dexter/Hysol of Seabrook, N.H.
Nancy Bush ’66 Rottschafer is a sixth grade teacher
for Maplewood Elementary School in Holland.
Sharon Wiechman ’66 Seamon is a social work
supervisor for Cugahoga County Dept, of Human
Services in Cleveland, Oh.
Phyliss Baker ’66 Sharpe is the business manager for
her husband John's medical practice in Ocala, Fla.
Judy Grabinski ’66 Smit is a teacher for a pre-school
program at Community Presbyterian Nursery School in
Clarendon Hills, 111.
Lance Stell ’66 is a professor of philosophy and
chairperson of the department at Davidson (N.C.)
College.
Susan Short ’66 Strong is a teacher for the Academy
of the Sacred Heart in Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
Joan tenHoor ’66 is a reference librarian at the
University of Louisville, Ky.
Evelyn Albers ’66 Timmins is the assistant to the vice
president of Texas Commerce Bank in Houston.
Dorothy Troike ’66 is an associate professor atSUN Y
College in Cortland.
John Utzinger '66 is the director of financial manage-
ment for GTE Sprint of Burlingame, Calif.
Lester VanAllsburg ’66 is a German teacher for the
Grand Haven (Mich.) public schools.
Dirk Van Beek ’66 has his own law practice in South
Holland, 111.
Leon VanDyke ’66 is an associate professor of theatre
at the University of Wisconsin-Parkside.
Jeanne Frissel ’66 VanTil is on the board of directors
of the Grand Rapids (Mich.) Civic Ballet.
Clare VanWieren ’66 is the president of VanWieren
and Hoekstra D.D.S.
Mary Klaasen ’66 VanderBeek is a second grade
teacher at Park Elementary in Hudsonville, Mich.
Gerald Waanders '66 is the president of Waanders
Besides vigorous , not to mention bulky-at-
tired games of volleyball, some naval
personnel at Beardmore had set up a
three-hole golf course, giving the camp that
country-club look but without green fees.
Driving with the one wood was a little
stinted since the ball stuck instead of
bounced, every two putts counted as one,
and the footprints around the hole could be
smoothed over with a hand. Winter rules
were definitely in effect at the Beardmore
Golf Course.
Although Smoot got back to the States
in November, it took her rocks six months
to make the trip. Eleven tons of fossil plants
were just too much to pack for a flight
North. The sea ice needed to melt around
McMurdo so a Naval ice-breaker could cut
its way through with a cargo ship in-tow.
The rocks were shipped to California, then
freighted to Ohio.
The young scientist’s research will now
commence with the description and classifi-
cation of the fossils, a study that will require
another couple years and some Hope
biology student involvement, probably
another NSF grant and trip to Antarctica.
Now, like paleobotany, the Antarctic topic
has become near and dear to Smoot’s heart.
Just give her a slide projector and a couple
hours, and she’ll be glad to expound the
finer details of frigid living — even in the
summer.
“They say there is no gray area in a
person’s like or dislike for Antarctica. You
either hate it or love it. I guess I’m part of
the half who loved it. I’d go back in a
minute.”
Palynology Consulting Inc. in San Marcos, Calif.
Mary Cousineau ’66 Wattington is the vice president
of sales for Merchants Metal Inc. in Birmingham, Ala.
David Weddle ’66 is the author of a recently published
book, The Law as Gospel: Revival and Reform in the
Theology of Charles G. Finney (Scarecrow Press).
David is a professor of religion at Cornell College in
Mt. Vernon, Iowa.
Dennis Wegner ’66 is a consulting clinical micro-
biologist for Laboratory Control Ltd. , a pathology group
serving seven hospitals, in Ottumwa, Iowa.
Richard Wepfer ’66 is the administrator of information
resource management for GTE - Midwestern Telephone
in Westfield, Ind.
Janet Hine ’66 Widell is a nursing instructor for
Southern Union State Junior College in Valley, Ala.
Cheryl Eggert '66 Wienke is a reading specialist for
Monongalia County schools of Morgantown, W.V.
Carol Howes ’66 Wilbur is a teacher for Spring Lake
(Mich.) public schools.
Richard Wolters ’66 is an associate professor of
philosophy for Doane College in Crete, Neb.
John Wormuth ’66 is a professor of oceanography for
Texas A&M University.
David Yntema ’66 is the executive vice president of
Coopervision Professional Resources in Menlo Park,
Calif.
Terry Sheffield ’67 had only commanded the USS
Capodanno for seven days when the ship, traveling with
the U.S. aircraft carrier Coral Sea, became part of the
Libyan attack on April 14.
Adrian Slikkers ’67 was recognized as the leading
district manager in the western region of Ross
Laboratories in Columbus, Ohio during 1985. He also
has added the Far East to his management responsibilties.
Wayne Van Kampen ’67 was interviewed by NBC’s
Connie Chung of "American Almanac" as an expert on
teenage Satanic cults. It will be televised in June. Wayne
is the Bethesda Hospital director of pastoral care and
education.
Caryl Yzenbaarc ’67 Hoberg has published a book
entitled Kentucky Real Estate Contracts. She is a
professorof law at the Salmon P. Chase School of Law.
Donald Battjes ’68 has been appointed the managing
director of John Wolcott Associates in Irvine, Calif.
Harold Lay ’68 is a chaplain resident at The Methodist
Hospital in Brooklyn .N.Y. Harold is also participating
in the Clinical Pastoral Education program at the
hospital.
Phillip Frens ’68 has accepted a call to become pastor
of First Reformed Church in Grand Haven. Mich.
Susan Bosman '69 Formsma is the president of the
Holland Area Arts Council. Susan is a string music
teacher for Grand Haven (Mich.) public school.
Linda Kozel ’69 Hegstrand is a resident in clinical
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pathology at the Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison.
Virginia Fraser ’69 Lay is a resident in obstetrics and
gynecology at the University Hospital in Newark, N.J.
Timothy Truman ’69 recently opened a private
pediatric cardiology practice in Saginaw, Mich.
Lee VandeWall ’69 is a regional manager in the
Northeast for Koch Enginnering Co. of Hingham, Mass.
70’s
Patti Brown ’70 is the coordinator for use of facilities
at Texas Christian University in Fort Worth.
William Van Faasen ’70 has been named senior vice
president of operations at Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Michigan, headquartered in Detroit.
Barbara Ferguson ’71 Adams is a seventh grade
teacher for Fulton County (Ga.) schools.
Mary Katt ’7 1 Bolt is a teacher for Spring Lake (Mich . )
public schools.
Robert Bone ’71 is an education sales consultant for
Datago Computer Solutions in Syracuse, N.Y.
John Boonstra ’71 is the executive director for the
Center for Ethics and Urban Policy in Seattle, Wash.
Gerard Bosscher ’71 is a dentist and orthodontist in
Lansing, Mich.
Thomas Brown ’71 is a data base administrator for
Pannill Knitting Co. in Martinsville, Wash.
Nancy Johnson ’71 Brown is a substitute teacher aide
for the Holland public schools.
Kathleen Bums ’71 is a reading teacher for Wheatland-
Chili schools in Scottsville, N.Y.
Peggy Remtema ’71 Byland is the director of Ark
Christian Child Care Center in Fremont, Mich.
Patrick Carrigan ’71 is the assistant general manager
of Hubbard Industries in Wampsville, N.Y.
Emily Cosby ’71 is an instructor of special education
at Napa Valley (Calif.) College.
Keith Crossland ’71 is the president of Keith Crossland
Cos. in Chicago.
Esther Schuring ’71 DeYoung is an administrative
assistant for Air Flow Equipment Inc. in Kalamazoo,
Mich.
Lee DeYoung ’71 is the executive director of Words
for Hope Inc. in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jack Doorlag ’71 is a pastor at First Reformed Church
in Byron Center, Mich.
Deborah Denton ’71 Dykstra is a teacher for Tri-
County area school in Howard City, Mich.
John Endersbe ’71 is a sergeant first class in the U.S .
Army stationed in Augusta, Ga.
Lon Eriks ’71 is the president of The Cambridge Group
in Merrillville, Ind.
Linda Whiteman ’71 Figueroa is an immigration
inspector for the U.S. Immigration & Naturalization
Service in Buffalo, N.Y.
Sarah Humphrey ’71 Floyd is the coordinator of
Christmas International House for the Presbyterian
Church U.S. A. in Atlanta, Ga.
Jane Selfridge ’71 Fochtman is an instructor for
Traverse City (Mich.) Adult Education porgram and
Grand Traverse jail program.
Nancy Flier ’71 Forest is the Middle East secretary for
International Fellowship of Reconciliation and editorial
assistant for Reconciliation International in the
Netherlands.
Linda Provo ’71 Fulton is a geologist for Exxon Co.
U.S. A. in Midland, Tx.
Allen Garbrecht ’71 is a district court judge of Calhoun
County in Battle Creek, Mich.
Robert Grahmann ’71 is the area director for
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship in New Brunswick,
N.J.
Mary Joling ’71 Grooters is a substitute teacher for
Grand Rapids (Mich.) public schools.
Paul Hilbelink ’71 is a geology manager for Berloger
Geotechnical Consultants in Pleasanton, Calif.
Janet Hildebrand ’71 is an assistant professor of
German and coordinator of preprofessional studies at
Texas Wesleyan College in Ft. Worth.
Dale Merrick ’71 Hillermeier is a teller for Citizens
First National Bank in Ridgefield Park, N.J.
Drew Hinderer ’71 is a professor of philosophy at
Saginaw Valley (Mich.) State College.
Jan Luben ’71 Hoffman preaches in local churches as
pulpit supply in Williamson, N.Y.
Fran Hooper ’71 is an assistant supervisor of bus
operations for the Washington D.C. Metro Transit
Authority.
Robert Jamison ’71 is an associate professor in
anesthesiology at Vanderbilt University Medical Center.
Sandra Lynk ’71 Jenkins is a full-time Mom.
Sue VanderNaald ’71 Johnson is a math and language
arts teacher for Wheaton-Warrenville (111.) school
district.
Norine Everson ’71 Jones is the manager of interna-
tional communications for Chase Lincoln Bank of
Rochester. N.Y.
Jane Witherspoon ’71 Jungst is the owner of
Williamsport (Ind.) Pharmacy.
Mark Kielhorn ’7 1 is the assistant bureau director for
the State of Michigan Dept, of Mental Health in Lansing.
James Koert ’71 is the director of marketing and
business development for Cardiovascular Devices Inc.
in Irvine, Calif.
Don Kolkman ’71 is a high school guidance counselor
at Clio (Mich.) High School.
Brian Koop ’71 is the vice president of corporate
development for Prince Corporation of Holland.
Jack Koster ’71 is an art teacher for Godwin Heights
(Mich.) schools.
Barbara Godshalk ’71 Lester is the elementary reading
director for Centreville (Mich.) public schools.
Glenn Lowe ’71 is the supervisor of dealer development
for Haworth Inc. of Holland.
James Maatman ’71 is in research and production for
Industrial Training Inc. of Grand Rapids, Mich.
Kathleen Wilhelm ’71 Maatman is a second grade
, teacher for Saranac (Mich.) community schools.
Ross Mack ’71 is an engineer for Task Force Tips in
Valparaiso, Ind.
Bart Merkle ’71 is the dean of students at Grand Valley
State Colleges in Allendale, Mich.
Virginia Mrizek ’71 is a family practice physician for
Whiting Clinic in Hammond, Ind.
Karl Nadolsky ’71 is a teacher and coach for the West
Ottawa (Mich.) public schools.
Craig Neckers ’71 is a partner of Smith, Haoghey,
Rice, & Roegge, P.C. in Grand Rapids.
Robert Nienhuis ’71 is a senior pastor at Bethel Baptist
Church in Kalamazoo, Mich.
John Norden ’71 is a counselor, instructor, and coach
at Zeeland (Mich.) High School.
Caroline Krahe ’71 Norris is the vice president of
Santa Fe Abstract Ltd. in New Mexico.
William O’Connor ’71 is the general manager for
Caremark Home Health Care of America in Buffalo,
N.Y.
Patricia Deboer ’71 Pedersen is a bookkeeper for
General Window Cleaning Co. in Cermak, III.
Mary Voorhorst ’71 Pott is a reading teacher for
Hamilton (Mich.) public schools.
Susan Reus ’71 Rietta is a school pyschologist for the
Jefferson County Board of Education in Birmingham,
Ala.
Vern Roelofs ’71 is a lab manager for Lenox Institute
for Research Inc. in Lenox, Mass.
Marcia Ryan ’71 is a counselor/case manager for the
North Los Angeles County Regional Center of Calif.
Nancy Schellenberg ’71 is a teacher for Great Neck
(N.Y.) public schools.
Karen Koeman ’71 Schley is a computer-aided design
instructor for Facility System Group of Houston, Tx.
Richard Scott ’71 is the director of leisure services for
the City of Muskegon, Mich.
Mary Scott ’71 Siptak is the president of Far Horizons
Travel, Inc. in Houston, Tx.
Lynda Dethmers ’71 Sittser is the director of music
for First Reformed Church of South Holland, 111.
Ron Smith ’71 is the associate director of financial aid
for Smith College of Northampton, Mass.
Kira Burdick ’71 Spellman is the manager of service
marketing for Concurrent Computer Corp. of Neptune,
N.J.
Thomas Stack ’71 is the manager of architectual sales
for Marvin Millwork Inc. of Ellenville, N.Y.
Deborah Clinton ’71 Stack is the founder and director
of Ark Child Care Center of Ellenville, N.Y.
Joyce VanHouzen ’71 Stacy is a third grade teacher
for Chippewa Hills (Mich.) public schools.
Richard Smeenge ’71 is a psychiatric social worker for
Pine Rest Christian Hospital in Grand Rapids.
Nancy Warner ’71 Taylor is a elementary school
librarian for the Sturgis (Mich.) public schools.
Pamela Parker ’71 Thornburg is the personnel
manager for the University of Wisconsin-Stout.
Henry Ten Clay ’71 is the pastor of Ross Reformed
Church in Gary, Ind.
Douglas Tepper ’71 is the director of product manage-
ment for Foremost Ins. Co. of Grand Rapids.
Damas Thoman ’71 is the vice president of Bush Boake
Allen Inc. of Montvale, N.J.
Sharon Tucker ’71 is a communications officer of
corporate communication for Bank of America NT&SA
in San Francisco, Calif.
Janice Thompson ’71 Van Auken is self-employed as
a private piano teacher in Holland.
Hendrika VandeKemp ’71 is an associate professor of
psychology for Fuller Theological Seminary in
Pasadena, Calif.
Wayne VanderByl ’71 is a partner in the Stanton &
VanderByl law firm of Palmyra, N.Y. Wayne is also
the president of the board of directors for Myers
Community Hospital.
David VanderWal ’71 is a regional director of aircraft
contracts for Boeing Commercial Airplane Co. in
Seattle, Wash.
Jerry VandeWerken '71 is the president of Fein &
VandeWerken Co., LPA in Columbus, Ohio.
Janice Lemmick ’71 VanDyke is the director of
children’s ministries for Central Wesleyan Church in
Holland.
Rick VanHaitsma '71 is the minister of congregational
care and outreach for Beechwood Reformed Church in
Holland.
Gary VanKempen ’71 is an associate professor of
chemistry for Lansing (Mich.) Community College.
Gerald VanWieren ’71 has a private medical practice
in Grant, Mich.
Carol Rynbrandt ’71 Wilson is the coordinator and
exercise specialist of the health promotion department
at Borgess Medical Center in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Douglas Braat ’72 is a freelance copywriter and
operator at Shibai Fabrics, a business handling
traditional Japanese fabrics in Tokyo, Japan.
David Buchanan ’72 has taken a new pastorate at
Nassau Reformed Church near Albany, N.Y.
Jerry Sittser ’72 recently published The Adventure:
Putting Energy Into Your Work with God (Intervarsity
Press). Jerry is currently working on his doctorate at the
University of Chicago.
- Gary Vruggink ’72 took a Biblical study tour of Israel
and Egypt in February. While in Cairo, he was caught
in the middle of the Security Forces’ riot.
Lou Cravotta ’73 has been named cross country “Coach
of the Year" by the New Jersey Herald in Sussex County ,
Marianne Stokes ’73 Kincaid is the deputy treasurer
for Madison County, N.Y.
Robert Pawlak ’73 is the clinical director of South
Florida Back Care Center in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Carolyn Borgert ’74 has been promoted to co-manager
for Kmart in Chesapeake, Ohio.
Brad Clegg ’74 has a general medical practice in
Jenison, Mich.
Dan Dysktra ’74 is stationed in Kaneoke, Hawaii with
the First Marine Amphibious Bridage.
Carl Gearhart ’74 has accepted a call to become the
pastor of Apache (Okla.) Reformed Church.
Patricia Bogema ’74 Vonk is teaching fifth grade in
the Flossmor (111.) public schools.
Bonnie Miedema ’75 Aebi is a missionary with SIM
International in Switzerland.
Beth Ackerman ’75 Nearpass is an English teacher at
Council Rock High School in Newton, Pa.
Rich Williams ’75 has been reelected president of the
Cooperative Merchants Association which counsels and
represents small merchants/ retail businesses on issues
of revitalization and urban redevelopment.
David Young ’75 is beginning a fellowship in medical
oncology at Harbor-UCLA Medical Center in Torrence,
Calif.
Robert Lees ’76 has been promoted as the acting vice
president of operations for Universal Forest Products’
Northeast Division.
Betsy Emdin '76 is a librarian at the Michigan Dunes
Correctional Facility in Saugatuck, Mich.
Barbara Wrigley ’76 Haggett is running the conference
center for AT&T’s large business customers in
Washington, D.C. and is pursuing a full-time master’s
degree in human resource development.
Beverly Kinoshita ’76 Patton is a customer service
manager for People Express Airlines.
Jim Stegenga ’76 works for the FDIC at banks in
Washington and Alaska.
Robert Coleman ’77 was promoted as the acting vice
president of operations for Universal Forest Products’
Atlantic Division.
Elizabeth Kaufman ’77 has been promoted to senior
process engineer at ARCO in Texas.
Kenneth Working ’77 was installed as senior pastor of
Christ Community Church in Carmichael, Calif.
Mary Jo Bertsch ’78 is beginning a fellowship in
cardiology at The University of Illinois in July.
Brian Bradley ’78 continues his pediatric residency at
the Harvard Children's Hospital in Boston, Mass.
Eileen Doyle ’78 Flower is the director of the Weston
(Ohio) Public Library.
Glen Peterman ’78 recently returned from an extended
stay in Amman, Jordan as core-staff member of the
University of Arizona Tell el-Hayyat Excavations and
as an Endowment for Biblical Research fellow at the
American Center for Oriental Research. Glen is
currently the associate director of archaeological
excavations in Khirbet Iskander, Jordon and is working
on his doctorate at the Univeristy of Arizona.
Calvin Jellema ’79 is a fellow at the International Law
Institute in Frankfort, West Germany.
Tim Lent ’79 coached the Holland (Mich.) High School
girls' gymnastic team to the Michigan state champion-
ship.
Peter Warnock ’79 has been a senior staff member
doing research for the Khirbet Iskander and Tel Safut
excavations in Jordon. Peter is-currently working on a
master’s in anthropology/ethnobotany at Texas A&M
University where he is also a head resident of a men’s
dormitory.
AI Watson ’79 is th director of law admissions for the
University of Cincinnati Law School.
80’s
Douglas Congdon ’80 is an intern at Flint (Mich.)
Osteopathic Hospital.
Lois Lema ’80 has recently accepted a full-time position
as a park ranger at the Statue of Liberty National
Monument in New York.
Barbara Houtman ’81 Francis is employed in the
analytical lab at Life Savers Inc. in Holland.
Jonathan Jellema ’81 is a member of a law firm in
Atlanta, Ga.
Heidi Burke ’82 is a geologist with Fina Oil & Chemical
in Dallas, Tx.
Nancy DeWitte ’82 is a member of a two-person team
to embark on a year-long canoe trip across the
continental United States. They are trying to increase
an awareness of the plight of the American rivers and
natural resources and will be leaving June 14.
Heather Molnar ’82 is a painter/photographer and
works as an audio-visual production assistant at KLR
Productions in Albuquerque, N.M.
Mary Remynse ’82 is a financial report analyst for the
Marine Bank of Milwaukee, Wis.
David Rhem ’82 is a law associate in the Muskegon
(Mich.) offices of Landman, Latimer, Clink, & Robb.
Anne Brown ’83 is a news reporter for the South Haven
Tribune.
John Christian ’83 is employed in the sales department
of Medline Industries, selling medical supplies in
Chicago, 111.
Sarah Saddler ’83 Christian works in the telemarketing
and advertising department of PT Components, Steams
Division. She also maintains an art studio in Milwaukee.
Laura Alderton ’83 Eding teaches first grade at the
Crystal Cathedral Academy in Garden Grove, Calif.
Scott Eding ’83 is working on his master’s of divinity
at Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, Calif.
Andrea Ehmann ’83 is an accountant for Ferris,
Busscher, Zwiers, and Mast, P.C. in Holland.
Books vs. Movies
Continued from page 19
African people and wildlife, noted Sobania.
So in the scene in which Hatton (Redford)
tells Blixen (Streep) to stand still to calm
an approaching lioness, the reality of that
episode was highly improbable.
“Karen Blixen had lived in Africa awhile
before she met Hatton,” said Sobania. “She
owned a gun and was engaged in big game
hunting before she had the farm. This was
just typical Hollywood in a love story. Here
is the man showing the woman how to deal
with the real world.”
Just as improbable, said Sobania, was
Blixen’s trepidation over the Maasai
warriors crossing the plain in hunting garb
and make-up. While it was accurate that
the Maasai people won’t even have been
curious about white people staring at them,
continuing their march, it was nonsense to
portray Blixen in a state of fear, Sobania
said.
“She knew the Maasai people and got
along with them. They (the white people)
knew they would have never been
threatened. This is just another American
stereotype toward Africans.”
Like “The Color Purple,” “Out of
Africa’s” ending was somewhat altered.
The burning of Blixen’s coffee factory did
not cause the sale of her farm as the movie
implied. It is true that the factory did bum
down, but it was rebuilt and operable. The
sale of the farm was the result of a variety
of calamities — the altitude was really too
high to grow coffee, and Africa had gone
through several natural disasters during that
time, such as a drought and locust infesta-
tion.
And the announcement of Hatton’s death
did not come from Bror, Blixen’s former
husband, either. The news was broken to
Blixen by Mrs. McMillan, the widow of
the former governor, in McMillan’s
kitchen, not on Blixen’s farm as she waited
for Hatton to come back for her, said
Sobania.
For “Out of Africa,” whatever Hol-
lywood wanted, Hollywood rearranged.
Yet for all this rearranging and inserting,
these movies were rich with the same
acclaim and controversy their book-sources
achieved before them. That may be the
most important book-movie similarity —
consistent controversy,
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Tamara Greene ’83 was promoted to corporate trust
officer at Old Kent Bank and Trust of Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Andy Gustafson '83 is working on his Ph.D. in
physiology at Indiana University, studying the effects
of thermo regulation.
Lisa Paauwe ’83 is a cost analyst for the glass division
of Ford Motors Co. , in the controller's office of profit
analysis in Detroit.
Kathy Rivera '83 is a youth counselor at the Puerto
Rican Youth Development Center and through the
Rochester (N.Y.) city schools.
Jannie Lillrose '83 Sabo is the director of the resource
room at Hannah Middle School in East Lansing, Mich.
Mark Sabo ’83 is working on his doctorate in chemistry
at Michigan State University.
Steve Stallone ’83 is attending Drexel University of
Philadelphia, Pa. to obtain an m.b.a.
Karen Tysse ’83 is a claims adjuster for American
International Adjustment Co. in Wayne, Pa.
Jeffrey Wynsma ’83 is working at the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange for the Chicago Research and
Trading Group.
Bruce Young ’83 is a process engineer at Honeywell
Solid State Electronics Division in Minneapolis, Minn.
John Brender ’84 will be attending graduate school at
the University of Michigan in romance linguistics.
Tina dejong ’84 is rehabilitation teacher/counselor for
the Michigan Commission for the Blind.
Tom Elhart ’84 is a national account representative
with J.T. Batts of Zeeland, Mich.
Anne Enderlein ’84 is teaching special education at the
Button-Ginett Elementary School in Hinesville, Ga.
Ann Pangborn ’84 Gustafson is working on a master's
..degree in information science at Indiana University.
Greg Hondorp ’84 is attending medical school at
Wayne State University in Detroit, Mich.
Marilyn Kuntzman ’84 Hondorp is a staff nurse
working on the medical/surgical floor at Bon Secours
Hospital in Detroit, Mich.
Carla Johnson ’84 is studying English at San Diego
State University.
Tyra Van Gilder ’84 is a clinical social worker at
Washtenan County Community Mental Health Center
in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Linda Kay Strouf ’84 was one of five finalists in the
Music Teacher’s National Association Competition in
organ. She was also selected as the Outstanding
Graduate Assistant by the University of Wyoming
Graduate School Committee.
Larry Witham ’84 is a computer programmer with
Milpn Systems in North Muskegon, Mich. He also
coaches the jayvee football team at North Muskegon
High.
Jon Bradford ’85 is a dynamic engineer at General
Dynamics — Valley Systems Division in Los Angeles,
Calif.
Anne Brink ’85 has an assistantship in the Hotel and
Restaurant Management Graduate School at MSU.
Carlotta Ellison ’85 is a coordinator in the CAD
(Computer Aided Design) department of Haworth, Inc.
in Holland.
Mark Hilac ’85 was commissioned as an Army second
lieutenant upon graduating from the Officer Candidate
School in Fort Benning, Ga.
Susan Marks ’85 is the assistant to the managing editor
at Viking Penguin Publishing House in New York City.
Margaret Marsters ’85 has accepted a position as
associate accountant in cost accounting with Lear Siegler
Avionic, Inc.
Elizabeth Trembley ’85 has been accepted into the
Ph.D. program in English at the University of Chicago.
Paul Velio ’85 will be starting his second professional
year at the Illinois College of Optometry in Chicago.
Cheryl Zimmer ’85 is a management trainee in the
Express Division for the Limited Inc. in Toledo, Ohio.
Cindy Abel ’86 plans to attend San Jose State University
in the fall.
Alan Adamson ’86 has taken a position with NCR Corp.
of Dayton, Ohio.
Renee Alarcon ’86 has taken a position with C.R.
Lawrence Co. of Los Angeles, Calif.
Walter Avis ’86 has taken a position as a legislative
assistant with the U.S. Congress.
Ted Benjamin ’86 plans to attend Miami University —
Ohio in gerontology this fall.
Mark Billadeau ’86 won honors and a cash prize for
his research at the student symposium sponsored by the
Chicago Section of the American Chemical Society.
Gerald Bockstanz ’86 plans to attend Michigan State
University in the fall to study chemical engineering.
Susan Bosch ’86 plans to attend the University of
Michigan in the fall to study dance.
Brett Bouma '86 plans to attend Michigan State
University in the fall to study physics.
Ross Bourdon ’86 plans to attend Wayne State
University School of Medicine in the fall.
Barbara Bradford ’86 plans to attend William Tyndale
Bible College in the fall.
Ellen Brandle ’86 will work with the Peace Corps after
graduation.
Daniel Broughton ’86 plans to attend The University
of Michigan School of Public Health in the fall.
John Buchanan ’86 plans to attend the University of
Wisconsin in the fall.
Karen Buiter '86 has taken a teaching position at
Heritage Christian School in HudsonvUle, Mich.
David Burdette ’86 plans to attend The University of
Michigan Medical School in the fall.
Thomas Bylsma ’86 has taken a position with Ernst &
Whitney public accounting firm.
Patricia Callam ’86 plans to attend the Duke University
Physical Therapy School.
Paul Coan ’86 plans to attend Indiana University in the
fall.
Stephen Cramer ’86 plans to attend the U.S. Army
Officer Candidate School this summer.
Andrew Cummins ’86 will study robotics and
integrated manufacturing at The University of Michigan
in the fall.
Thomas Dammer ’86 has taken a teaching internship
with the Reformed Church in American in Taiwan.
Sally Davis ’86 plans to attend the New School of Social
Research in New York City this fall.
Francis Deck ’86 plans to enter the doctoral program
in physics at Notre Dame University this fall.
John Delger ’86 plans to attend Western Theological
Seminary in- the fall.
Dale Deloy ’86 has taken a position with Arthur
Andersen CPAs in Detroit.
Sara DeRoo ’86 plans to attend Western Michigan
University in the fall.
Keith DeVries ’86 has been awarded a prestigious
Graduate Fellowship in Chemistry by the National
Science Foundation. He will attend Harvard University
in the fall.
Robin DeWitt ’86 plans to attend Pennsylvania State
University in the fall.
Mark DeYoung ’86 will be a broadcaster for WLAV
in Grand Rapids.
Bruce Dorr ’86 plans to attend Wayne State University
Medical School in the fall.
Dawna Dziedzic ’86 plans to pursue a master’s of social
work at Michigan State University.
Jon Etterbeek ’86 plans to attend Michigan State
University to study for a master’s in public relations this
fall.
Nancy Evans ’86 has taken a position as a staff
consultant with Arthur Andersen CPAs in Detroit.
Philip Fishman ’86 plans to attend Trinity Evangical
Divinity School in the fall.
Jodi Foutch ’86 will be working for the Peace Corps.
James Gray ’86 plans to attend Christian Broadcasting
Network University in the fall.
Daniel Griswold ’86 plans to attend Union Theological
•' Seminary in Virginia this fall.
Susan Hahnenkratt ’86 is studying law at St. Johns
University.
Bruce Hall ’86 has taken a position with Deioitte,
Haskins, and Sells CPAs.
Timothy Hansen ’86 plans to attend Michigan State
University to study food science.
David Harrold ’86 has taken a position with Federal-
Moeul Corporation.
Matthew Hester ’86 plans to attend the University of
California of Los Angeles in the fall.
Robert Hoke ’86 plans to attend the Indiana University
School of Public and Environmental Affairs in the fall.
Doug Holm ’86 will be working on the oral history
project for Dean Bruins and is writing freelance for
Hope's office of college relations this summer.
Blair Hough ’86 plans to attend Michigan State
University Medical School in the fall.
Rebecca Hughes ’86 entered the American Graduate
School of International Management in May.
Willard Jewson ’86 plans to attend Garrett Evangical
Theological Seminary.
Risky business
Continued from page 1 7
multi-million dollar deals to rebuild the
company and increase shareholder
equity. In December 1985, it bought half
of Gulf and Western, and recently
Wickes announced the acquistion of
W.R. Grace, west coast home improve-
ment centers.
Perhaps the sapient Bolks became
interested in the challenge of big busi-
ness while attending Hope. "I was
fortunate enough to study under Dr. Ken
Weller at Hope,’’ he said. "He was an
inspiration to me, the spark that helped
me understand and become excited
about carrying on a carrer in business.
When someone is that influential, that
spark is hard to put out.”
Bolks still carries the spark at Wickes,
continuing to help that revived company
grow. But don’t be surprised to see him
helping to rescue another company on
the brink of Chapter 1 1 in a couple years .
Debt pickles can be sweet, Mr.
Abbott. ^
Carolyn Koester ’86 plans to attend Indiana University.
Diana Krahe ’86 is the director of the girls' youtlj
guidance program for the Greater Holland Youth for
Christ.
Connie-Kramer ’86 has taken a position as a plan
processing consultant with Hewitt Associates of
Lincolnshire, 111.
Suzanne Latham ’86 plans to attend Western Michigan
University.
Jocelyn Lenz ’86 plans to study nutrition at Michigan
State University.
Beth Lefever ’86 has been awarded an assistantship at
Bowling Green State University to study vocal
performance at the graduate level. In April, Beth won
first place in the National Association of Teachers of
Singing state competition.
Anne Marie Lilly ’86 plans to the University of
Michigan School of Library Science in the fall.
Ruth Lowry ’86 plans to attend Princeton Theological
Seminary in the fall.
Abby Madison ’86 is the manager of Holland Wind
Sports.
David Mascotti ’86 plans to study biochemistry at Texas
A&M University this fall.
Jeff McGookey ’86 is an engineer with Lear Siegler
Inc. of Grand Rapids.
Eric Meyer ’86 plans to attend the University of
Washington Medical School.
Stacy Minger ’86 plans to attend Asbury Theological
Seminary in the fall.
Jennifer Minier ’86 plans to attend Western Theological
Seminary in the fall.
Heather Moore ’86 will temporarily be employed at
the U.S. Counselate in Milan, Italy.
Mark Mulder ’86 has taken a position with A&W
Restaurants.
Blaine Newhouse ’86 plans to attend Western Theolog-
ical Seminary in the fall.
Robert Petrovich ’86 plans to attend the University of
Wisconsin — Madison in the fall.
Chris Pinderski ’86 plans to attend Wayne State
University School of Medicine in the fall.
Todd Recknagel ’86 plans to attend Michigan State
University Business School this fall. Todd will be
working for Haworth, Inc. of Holland this summer.
Paula Recknagel ’86 will be employed this summer as
a college relations intern for Hope.
Michael Reisterer ’86 plans to attend Marquette Law
School.
Gary Reynolds '86 plans to study mechanical engineer-
ing at Georgia Institute of Technology this fall.
Doug Roehm ’86 plans to attend The University of
Michigan this fall, studying business.
Mark Scholten ’86 has taken a position with the L'arbi
Foundation of Huemoz, Switzerland.
Cynthia Stannard ’86 plans to attend Western
Michigan University in the fall.
Kristin Stein ’86 plans to study marketing at Michigan
State University in the fall.
Alan Supp ’86 plans to attend Michigan State U niversity
College of Veterinary Medicine in the fall.
Marcia Taylor ’86 plans to work for the Peace Corps
in Botswana.
Andrew Thorpe ’86 plans to study bio-medical
engineering at The University of Michigan in the fall.
Shawn Tilstra ’86 plans to attend Georgia Tech




We can help you find out more about the advantages of planning
your estate.
Please send me in confidence and without obligation: How to Write a Will That Works^lO Answers to Questions
Often Asked About Wills
. Information about establishing an Endowed Scholarship Fund The Campaign for Hope — Planned Gift Opportunities, a
booklet which describes how to make a planned gift or bequest
to Hope College
Name — -  - -
Address -
City, State, Zip - Telephone ( ) -
Write or call today:
John H. Greller, Director of Planned Giving, Hope College, Holland,
Ml 49423, (616) 392-5111, ext. 2040
MEWS FROM HOPE COLLEGE, JUNE 1986
TWENTY-FIVE
Hope Summer Repertory Theatre 1986
t5t6. A*t*Uv&i4Wiy ty&vif A CdednatioK <2ne<zt76eafae
Ifi.M.S. PINAFORE dUlk
Nautical nonsense rules the waves in this tuneful tale of a lass who loves a sailor. A
brilliant and bouyant operetta! fTtV
THE MERRY WIVES OF WINDSORmU0%
JULY 5 - AUGUST 29
by William Shakespeare
The fat and fickle Falstaff meets his match when he woos two mischievous Windsor
wives. The Bard’s merriest, madcap comedy!
SPOKESONG f0'£
JULY 18 - AUGUST 2sMW
by Stewart Parker
An Irish bicycle shop owner falls head over wheels in love amidst the chaos and anarchy
of Belfast in the 1970s. A surprising play of love and hope!
by Sheldon Harnick, Jerry Bock and Joe Masteroff
Two people discover after months of mutual dislike that they have been corresponding
as passionate pen pals. An elegant musical valentine!
N.
THE CHILDREN'S PERFORMANCE TROUPE
AUGUST 6 - AUGUST 22
JUST SOI
by Jan Silverman
Rudyard Kipling s imagination, wit and whimsey come shining through this wonderful
work based on his best-loved stories.
UNDER THE MICHIGAN PINES
by Deborah Noe
Michigan s pioneer past unfolds in stories, songs and dances. A new play about settling
our Great Lakes state.
m’m f0'£ wmmmm
FRESH FACES OF '86
AUGUST 17.
An evening of songs and scenes featuring the HSRT Acting Interns! General seating
SCHEDULE OF
PERFORMANCES
Evenings, Monday through Saturday: 8 P.M.
JUNE - J1ULY
SUN MON TUBS WED THUR SAT
28 P
29 30 I P 2 P 3 P eei
6 7 P 8 M 9 P 10 M 12 M
13 14D ISP 16M 17P 19S
20 2in 22 M 23 P 24 S 26 L
27 28 S 29 L 30 M 31 P
AUGUST
SUN MON TUBS WED THUR FR1 SAT
1 L 2S
3 4P 5 L 6*/S 7 M 8*/L 9 P
10 IIP 12©/M 13*/S!4®/L15*/M 16S
17 18 L 19®/P20 */L 21 ©/P 22*/S 23 M
24 25 S 26©/M 27 L 28®/S 29 /M 30 P
P = H.M.S. Pinafore
M = The Mcny Wives
of Windsor
S = Spokesong
L = She Loves Me
0 No Performance
 CPT Performances
10:30 A.M. and 1:30 P.M.
1 Opening Night
O 2 P.M. Matinees
BUY NOW
Season coupon sales end June 27th
Remember! New 8 p.m. Curtain Time
A season coupon is not a reservation. You must
reserve your seats: use this form or call the
ticket office, (616) 392-1449.
Adult Coupon (s)
Best Buy Coupon(s) _ @$27.00 = $_
Flexible Coupon(s) _ @ $30.00 = $_
Senior Citizen or Student Coupon (s)
Best Buy Coupon(s) -- @$22.50 = $ _
Flexible Coupon(s) _ @ $25.50 = $ _
Enclosed is $ _
RESERVE BY MAIL NOW
— before the Ticket Office opens —
FOR THE BEST SEAT SELECTION
I have decided to attend on these dates. Please se
the following tickets to me:
# of tickets Date
- H.M.S. Pinafore _
- The Merry Wives of Windsor _
_ Spokesong _
- She Loves Me _
Name
Address
Mail my season coupon(s)/ticket(s) to:
Phone
A BEST BUY SEASON COUPON
entitles you to FOUR admissions —
one to EACH show of the season.
A FLEXIBLE SEASON COUPON
entitles you to FOUR admissions —
two to the musicals and two to the plays.
Mail to:
Hope Summer Repertoiy Theatre
Holland, MI 49423
Phone: 616 392-1449
TWENTY-SIX NEWS FROM HOPE COLLEGE, JUNE 1986
Christa Teachout ’86 plans to attend California State
Univeristy at Fresno in the fall.
Lisa Thomson '86 plans to attend Wake Forest
University in the fall.
Paul VandeBunte ’86 has taken a position with
VandeBunte Eggs Co.
Greg VanderMeer ’86 plans to attend Western
Theological Seminary in the fall.
Philip VanDerWerff ’86 plans to work for the Peace
Corps.
Amy VanEs ’86 will teach English in Taiwan next year .
Sarah VanWingen ’86 plans to study labor and
industrial relations at Michigan State University in the
fall.
Lee Veldhoff ’86 plans to attend The University of
Michigan School of Engineering and Computer Science
in the fall.
Peter Vergos ’86 plans to attend the Chicago School
of Optometry in the fall.
Jane Voortman ’86 plans to study theatre at Purdue in
the fall.
Tobin Warnock ’86 plans to attend the University of
Texas in the fall.
Scott Watson ’86 is a disc jockey for WHTC in Holland.
Michael Wedlock ’86 plans to attend the University of
Chicago in the fall.
Beth Weisiger ’86 plans to teach English in Japan for
two years.
Jon Werme ’86 plans to attend Indiana University in
the m.b.a program this fall.
Deborah Wheeler ’86 has taken a position with
Steelcase Inc.
Doug Williams ’86 plans to attend the University of
Southern California School of Dentistry this fall.
Karen Wuertz ’86 plans to attend the Loyola University
School of Medicine in the fall.
marriages
Peter Bandfieldand Mimi Emest '75, Dec. 28, 1985,
Cedar Rapids, la.
Wiliiam Boedeker and Katrina Picha '80, Oct. 5,
1985. Fort Wayne, Ind.
Donald Brookhouse and Sandra Dykstra ’81, Dec.
28, 1985, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Eric Chael and Marianne Walch '78, March 22, 1986,
Farmington, Mich.
Robert Garcia '79 and Monica Hammerle, Nov. 30,
1985, Hart, Mich.
Ken Karsten ’35 and Bouneva Joyner, May 19, 1985,
Spring Hill, Fla.
David Lim and Coralie Wolf '62, April 23, 1986,
Alpine, Ariz.
Mark Nagelvoort '84 and Lisa Castor '84, Oct. 1985,
Bedford, N.Y.
Donald Myer and Janet DeVries ’72, Jan. 4, 1986,
Tenafly, N.J.
Daniel Scheuerman and Cheryl Doan '84, Feb. 15,
1986, Adrian, Mich.
Robert Schoening and Leslie Dykstra '74, Aug. 24,
1985, Fairfax, Va.
Guy VanderWagen and Sheryl Busman '80, Nov. 1 ,
1985, Coopersville, Mich.
Albert VanDyke '40 and Alice Moolenaar Pyle '49,
Dec. 1985, Oostburg, Wis.
Paul Velio '85 and Linda DeYoung, May 25, 1985,
Kankakee, 111.
Steven Warner and Lora Hanson '82, Dec. 28, 1985,
Virgina.
Jeffrey Wynsma '83 and Susan Claesson, Feb. 28,
1986, Grand Rapids, Mich.
births
Dale and Marion Thompson ’82 Bulger, Emily Kate,
Jan. 29, 1986, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jere '75 and Kitty Cleason '79 Ellison, Dana Marie,
Feb. 28, 1986, Holland ,Mich.
Keith '76 and Rebekah Norden ’76 Derrick, Nathan
Paul, Jan. 31, 1986, adopted April 2, 1986, Grand
Rapids, Mich.
John and Barbara Houtman '81 Francis, Ami
Elizabeth, Feb. 10, 1986, Holland, Mich.
Robert ’79 and Lesley Kamps 'll Geiger, Allison
Hope, Jan. 27, 1986, Crown Point, Ind.
David '73 and Trisha Lemmcr '74 Gosselar, Joseph
Paul, April 3, 1985, Holland, Mich.
Jeff and Mary Claerbout '76 Hamteling, Daven
James, Jan. 12, 1986, Eckert, Colo.
Lee and Linda Kozel '69 Hegstrand, Karen Disa,
March 1, 1986, Madison, Wis.
Craig and Jan Luben '7 1 Hoffman, Judson Dyk, April
3, 1986, Rochesterm, N.Y.
Dan '79 and Lucy Eberhard '78 Kolean, David
Charles. Jan. 26. 1986. Holland, Mich.
Marty and Sandra Brown '75 Magy, Daniel Harvey,
Feb. 16. 1986. Lcucadia, Calif.
Peter 'll and Meri Shima '76 Morse, Carolyn Janelle,
Aug. 8, 1986, Downers Grove, 111.
Delwyn '67 and Jean VanderLaan '69 Mulder, Jenna
Lynne, Nov. 20. 1985, Glens Fall, N.Y.
Stephen and Beth Ackerman '75 Nearpass, Devon
Leigh. Jan. 4, 1986, Churchville, Pa.
Roger '81 and Cheryl Tatu '80 Roelofs, Ellen Joy,
March 28. 1986, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Earl and Michele White '75 Schaffer, Alison Claire.
Feb. 23. 1986. Sevema Park, Md.
James and Claire Jelensperger '82 Sheppard, Thomas
James. Jan. 10. 1986, Clifton Springs. N.Y.
Yasunobu '82 and Beth Hufford '83 Suginaka. Alex
Takashi, March 24, 1986, Rochester, Minn.
Dennis '75 and Suzanne Champagne 'll TeBeest,
Sarah Elizabeth. Nov. 10. 1985, Holland, Mich.
Richard and Jane VandenBerg '76 VanMaaren.
Daniel Mark, Jan. 28. 1986. Sheboygan, Wis.
Dan '76 and Jeanne VanPemis, Thomas James,
March 17, 1986, Grand Rapids. Mich.
Derek and Pamela Beane '78 VanVolkenburgh.
adopted Alison HyeJeong on April 10, 1986, bom Nov.
21, 1985, Minneapolis, Minn.
Michael '78 and Judy Diephouse '78 Wolfiss, Eric
Michael. Feb. 27, 1986, Grand Haven, Mich.
advanced degrees
Jon Bradford '85, B.S., electrical engineering,
Michigan State University, June 1985.
Scott Broekstra '83, master’s of geology. Indiana
University, June 1985.
Douglas Congdon '80, M.D., The University of
Health Sciences, Kansas City, Mo., May 1986.
Judith Eastman '61 Faber, M.R.E., Western
Theological Seminary, May 1985.
Linda Kozel ’69 Hegstrand, M.D., University of
Wisconsin- Madison, May 1986.
Virgina Fraser '69 Lay, M.D., New Jersey Medical
School-Newark, May 1985.
Ellen Borger '66 Monsma, Ph.D., French, Rutgers
University, 1986.
Sally Gilman ’79 Richardson, master's of special
education, Michigan State University, Aug. 1985.
Todd Richardson, C.P.A., fall 1985.
Zahra Tavakoh ’82, master’s in applied math.
Western Michigan University, Dec. 1985.
Tyra Van Gilder '84, master's of social work.
University of Michigan, Dec. 1985.
Gene Wabeke '63, master’s of music, vocal
performance. University of Texas-San Antonio, July
1985.
deaths
Howard Dalman ’32 died May 1 in Grand Rapids,
Mich, after a lingering illness.
He received his advanced degree in physics from the
University of Michigan in 1933.
Mr. Dalman spent his lifetime as an educator, serving
as a coach and in school administration . He was a former
principal of Greenville (Mich.) High School and Forest
Hills High School in East Grand Rapids. He was also
a past president of the Association of Secondary Schools
Principals Association.
Mr. Dalman is survived by his wife, Evelyn, two
sons, and three grandchildren.
The Rev. Everett DeWitt '26 died April 21, 1986
in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Also a graduate of Western Theological Seminary,
he served churches in Jamestown, Mich., Chicago.
Detroit, and Kalamazoo. Mr. DeWitt retired in 1965.
He is survived by one son and daughter, seven
grandchildren and 17 great grandchildren.
Winifred Hager ’32 Holkeboer died Feb. 18, 1986
in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Mrs. Holkeboer attended Hope before graduating
from Wheaton College. She received her master's
degree from the University of Michigan in 1959 and did
further study at Columbia University and Michigan State
University.
In 1957, she joined the Calvin College staff as an
instructorof English, and in 1961 she became associate
professorof English. At the time of her death, she held
professor-emeritus status at Calvin. Mrs. Holkeboer
retired in 1976.
She is survived by five children, 12 grandchildren,
and two great grandchildren.
Ray Japinga ’28 died Feb. 17 in Grand Rapids, Mich.
He was one of 12 to receive a master’s degree from
Hope. In 1936, he became an investment broker and
was eventually a partner with Peninsular Securities, a
brokerage house in Grand Rapids.
Mr. Japinga is survived by his wife. Iris, a daughter ,
two grandchildren, and.three sisters.
Russell Japinga ’29 died May 4 in Ann Arbor. Mich
after a short illness.
Mr. Japinga worked for Michigan Bell Telephone for
38 years, retiring in 1968. He served in the U.S. Air
Force for three years during WWII.
He is survived by his wife, Mabel and two siblings.
Norman Siderius ’50 died Feb. 25, 1986 after an
extended illness in San Diego, Calif.
He received his medical degree from the Boston
University School of Medicine in 1956 and did his
internship and residency in general and thoracic surgery
at the University of Chicago Clinic from 1957-63. Mr.
Siderius also served in the U .S . Air Force before joining
Surgical and Orthopedic Associates in Waterloo, Iowa.
He was on the staff at Allen Memorial Hospital there.
Mr. Siderius practiced in Waterloo from 1965 to 1972
when he moved to San Diego where he was associated
with Thoracic Surgery Associates. He retired a year ago.
Surviving are his wife Margaret '50; two daughters,
Janet Siderius '73 Jeltema and Judith Siderius; two sons,
Thomas '76 and James; nine grandchildren; and a
brother and two sisters.
Beatrice Visser '34 ten Hoor died April 13, 1986
after an extended illness in Holland, Mich.
She was valedictorian of her Hope class. Mrs. ten
Hoor taught language in Ellsworth, Mich, and Grant,
Mich, high schools, E.E. Fell Junior High in Holland,
Castle Heights Military Academy in Lebanon, Tenn.,
Zeeland High, and Holland Christian High. A laubach
tutor- trainer, she was active in teaching English to Asian
refugees.
Surviving are her husband Dr. Henry ten Hoor, Hope
College professor-emeritus of English; three daughters,
Joan ten Hoor '66, Lois Sterenburg, and Ellen Perec;
and five grandchildren.
Evelyn Steketee ’30 Upjohn died Feb. 17, 1986 in
LasCruces, N.M.
Mrs. Upjohn earned a M.A. from the University of
Illinois in 1931.
PLEASE FILL IN THE BLANKS:
Does the alumni office have your current name and address? Has there been a recent change in
your marital status? Would you prefer Hope used a different form of your name (Jane Van Doe vs.
Mrs. John Van Doe, for instance)?
We want to keep in touch. Use this form to inform and update us. Note the number of spaces per






Send to College Relations, Hope College, Holland, Mich. 49423
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Come join theH pCollege c m unity Friday,Ju27
for aun-filled day i c untry f irtmosphere featuringhandmadegoods, deliciousf d ,t  specials,
country rafts, children’sente ainment, andsil tuc on.
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